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Goodman Mercantile Co.
Buys Ideal Grocery
Corner Block.
The Goodman Mercantile Company closed a, deal with the Ideal
Grocery Co. Saturday evening

Or

for their Business and. stock of
merchandise. They made Inventory Saturday night and Sunday
morning took possession.
There have been strenuous
times there ever since, getting in
stock, unpacking, laying floors,
installing shelving and counters,
waiting on the tiai e and doing
the thousand and one extra jobs,
incurred by the unexpected trend
of affairs, done in double quick
time.
This seems a most happy solution of the business situation.
Mr. Hoy has been wanting to
sell for some time in order to
give his attention more fully to
his ranch interests and this turn
of affairs affords J an opportunity
to sell and at the same time to accommodate the Goodman Company with the best business loca
tion in town and equipment to at
once resume large trade.
Following closely upon this cle
ver business, arrangement The
Roy Trust and Savings Blank r
a ;li j.d vlr. Goodman with a
proposition to sell him the St're
Building and within a few minutes another deal was closed
whereby the Goodman Mercantile Co. became owners of the en
tire corner owned by the bank including the Store building, Post
Office, Bank, The Palace Bar
(New Location) and the string of
Residences Correl and sheds belonging to the property.
This is by far the most desirable property in town for the G.
M Co's business facing the best
corner in town on twfrsicles and
abutting the House track of the
Li. R. on the back. '.Yecongratu
late Mr. Goodman and his company upon the result of their business foresight and the element
ot'"Luck'' that has made it possible to make even a disaster a
stepping-stonto a greater fu

gH
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Last week O. B. Dietterich,
traveling salesman for the Riden-ou- r
Baker Grocery Co. of Pueblo
Colorado was in Roy apparently,
in the routine of his business.
But wbn he left Miss Fannie
Leach accompanied him to Pueblo and they were married. Mrs.
Dietterich returned home this
week after a very brief honeymoon trip and seems ridiculously
happy. She has learned to spell
her new name glibly but still
stumbles a little over the pronunciation of it.
Heres hoping their venture on
the marital sea may be one long
honeymoon voyage..
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CarlCollins, of South Dakota,
but who will operate a big threshing outfit in Kansas this season,
was in Roy Sunday and Monday
visiting his mother, Mrs. Á. L.
Collins, going on Tuesday to
Maxwell to visit his sister, Mrs.
8. E. Pelphry and family and
will likely also visit his twin sister, Miss Grace Collins, at Las
Veges before returning to the
Kansás wheat fields.

Patriotic Program, From ,the Floersheim
Store Porch. Patriotic Songs, Address
of Welcome, Response, Patriotic Addresses,
Music. Imprompt i additions, Ad. Lib.

Grand Free Barbecue
At the Base Ball Park.

.1.00 P M.

Games, Foot Races, Greased Pole, an
othT Sports and Pastimes in Ci
.if
Wm. G. Johnson. Stitiib e Przes.'
1
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ap-p-

ture.

Base Ball Game ,
ROY vs FRENCH.
At the Ball Park.

4, P M.

Races at the Race

Tra:.

Horse Races, both Jumpers and Harness
Horses, Automobile Races, Motorcycle-Races- ,
and others to suit Contestants
Liberal Purses

B.

respective Companies in last
weeks fire.. Mr. Criswell repre-

Grand Ball at Night.
MnHHHWMH

Some
very
yE
y thing
S i other
Min.
Do
ing p1l ute.
I

i

-

sents the Northwestern Assur- foil
ance Association and Mr. Collins
the Springfield Co. They are
very pleasant gentlmen to meet
and their adjustment of losses
are said tobe very fair and sat:
isfactory. Of course the Insurance is entirely inadequate to re- -

Saturday evening a party, of

Wrestling Match by Professionals . F

'

P. Criswell and M.
H. Collins of Denver, w?re in
Roy several days this week adjusting the Fire" Losses of their

Messrs.

2,00 P M.

Fred Meffort has reopened his
Place Bai in the room recently
occupied by. Mrs Kennedy as a
Dining room adjoining the Bank
on the south. He has only temporary fixtures but a cool pleasant
room and is very nicely located
temporarily until other arrangements can be made.

,

..

place the buildings and goods
destroyea out it is a great nelp
in getting started again.
The town is rapidly recovering
from the shock of the disaster
and, save for the charred and

j

;

a-b-

twenty five young people
from Roy and vicinity gathered
at the home of Rev. G. B. Hall,
on the claim five miles northeást
of town at a party in honor of
Miss Leora Hall's birthday. It
was a surprise for her and she
was kept in ignorance of the arrangement until the Auto lights
coming over the hill aroused her
suspicions.
It was a merry
crowd that played games and
romped in the yard by the light
of Japanese lanterns and feasted
on the delicious ice cream and
cake provided by the thoughtful
parents, brothers and sisters of
the charming hostess
At "Low twelve" the guests
departed with the customary felicitations.

i

Mrs. Henry Stone came down
from Koehler Thursday for a
blackened ruins things are near- - visit with her daughter;
Miss
ly normal again.
Bell Van Horn and her little
That a bigger and better Roy grandsons, who came up frouEl
will spring up "Phoenix-likePaso last week and are at the
from the ashes we firmly believe. Young Farr home.
,
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

promptly. Nothing 'Innocently enough, Tve stuck my!
had been heard. They were substi- head Into the police net."
tuting another singer.
"Is It possible that now I can pay
"Call up the Herald," suggested my debt to you?"
"Such as it Is. Have you read the
Courtlandt
Abbott did so. And he had to an- article in the newspapers regarding
swer Innumerable questions, questions the disappearance of Slgnoriná da Toswhich worked him into a fine rage; cana, the singer?"
"Yes."
who was he, where did he lire, what
"I am the unknown blond. Tomordid he know, how long had he been in
Paris, and could he prove that he had row morning I want you to go with me
arrived that morning? Abbott wanted to the prefecture and state that I was
to fling the receiver into the mouth of with you all of Saturday and Sunday;
the transmitter, but his patience was that on Monday you and your wife
presently rewarded. The singer had dined with me, that yesterday we went
not yet been found, but the chauffeur to the aviation meet, and later to the
of the mysterious car had turned up Odeon."
"In brief, an alibi?" smiling now.
. . . in a hospital, and perhaps by
"Exactly. I shall need one."
night they would know everything.
"And a perfectly good alibi. But I
The chauffeur had had a bad accident;
your word that you are In
have
the car itself was a total wreck. In a
Pardon the question,
concerned?
ditch, not far from Versailles.
us
but
between
is really necessary
it
slamming
Abbott,
"There!" cried
the receiver on the hook. "What do if I am to be of service to you."
"On my word as a gentleman."
you say to that?"
"That is sufficient."
"The chauffeur may hare left her
"In fact, I do not believe that she
somewhere, got drunk afterward, and
been abducted at all. Will you
has
plunged Into the ditch. Things have
me
use your pad and pen for a
let
Abby,
happened like that.
don't make
a camel's hair shirt out of your paint- minute?"
The other pushed over the required
brushes. What a pother about a singarticles.
Courtlandt scrawled a few
er! If it had been a great Inventor, a
passed back the pad.
words
and
poet, an artist, there would have been
to
me
read?"
"For
two-line
paranothing more than a
moodily.
"Yes,"
graph. But an opera elnger, one who
The Frenchman read. Courtlandt
entertains us during our idle evenings ha! that's a different matter. watched him anxiously. There was
Set instantly that great municipal ma- not even a flicker of surprise in the
chinery called the police in action; official eye. Calmly he ripped off the
sell extra editions on the streets. sheet and tore it into bits, distributing the pieces into the various waste
What ado!"
you
so bit- baskets yawning about his long flat
"What the devil makes
desk. Next still avoiding the younger
ter?"
man's eye, he arranged his papers
"Was I bitter? I thought I was. neatly and locked them up in a huge
philosophizing." Courtlandt consulted
safe which only the artillery of the
his watch. Half after four. "Come German army could have forced. He
over to the Maurice and dine with me then called for his hat and stick. He
tomorrow night, that is, if you do not beckoned to Courtlandt to
fllow. Not
find your prima donna. I've an enword was said until the car was
a
and must be humming on
gagement at
the road to1 Vlncennes.
off."
"Well?" said Courtlandt, finally. It
"I was about to ask you to dine with was not possible for him to hold back
me tonight" disappointedly.
the question any longer.
"Can't; awfully sorry, Abby. It was
"My. dear friend, I am taking you
only luck that I met you In the Lux- out to the villa for the night"
embourg. Be over about seven. I
"But I have nothing . . ."
was very glad to see you again."
"And I have everything, even foreAbbott kicked a broken easel Into sight If you were arrested tonight ft
a corner. "All right If anything would cause you some Inconvenience.
turns up 111 let you know. You're at I am fifty-sisome twenty years your
the Grand?"
senior. Under this hat of mine I carry
"Yes.
a thousand secrets, and every one of
"I know what's the matter with ,these thousand must go to the grave
him," mused the artist, alone. "Some with me, yours along with them. I
woman has chucked him. Silly little have met you a dozen times since
fool, probably."
those Algerian days, and never have
Courtlandt went down stairs and out you failed to afford me some amuseinto the boulevard. Frankly, he wae ment or excitement. You are the most
beginning to feel concerned. He still interesting and entertaining young
held to his original opinion that the man I know. Try one of these cigars."
diva had disappeared of her own free
Precisely at the time Courtlandt
will; but if the machinery of the police had been started, he realized that stepped into the automobile outside
his own safety would eventually be- the war office, a scene, peculiar in
come involved. By this time,- - he rea- character, but inconspicuous in that it
soned, there would not be a hotel in did not attract attention, was enacted
d
Paris free of surveillance. Naturally, in the Gare de l'Est Two
men stood respectfully aside to
blond strangers would be In demand.
The complications that wouM follow permit a tall young man In a Bavarian
his own arrest were not to be ignored. hat to enter a compartment of the
He agreed with his conscience that he second class. What could be seen of
had not acted with dignity in forcing the young man's face was full of
his way into her apartment. But that smothered wrath and disappointment
night he had been at odds with con- How he hated himself, for his weakvention; his spirit had been that of ness, for his cowardice! He was not
the marauding old Dutchman of the all bad. Knowing that he was being
seventeenth century. He perfectly watched and followed, he could not go
well knew that she was In the right as to Versailles and compromise her, use
was concerned. lessly. The devil take the sleek demon
far as the pistol-sho- t
Further, he knew that he could quash of a woman who had prompted him to
any charge she might make in that di- commit so base an act!
"You will at least," he said, "deliver
rection by the simplest of declaramessage which I have intrusted
that
of
simplest
tions; and to avoid this
your
care."
to
prefer
silence
would
she
declarations
"It shall reach Versailles tonight,
above all things. They knew each othyour highness."
er tolerably well.
The young man reread the telegram
It was extremely fortunate that he
one of the two men had given
which
Saturhad not been to the hotel since
moment since. It was a com
him
a
ofto
war
directly
the
day. He went
even he, wilful and diswhich
mand
man
powerful
great
and
fice. The
was, dared not ignore.
as
he
obedient
there was the only hope left. They He ripped
into
shreds and flung
it
had met some years before in Algiers,
window.
of
out
He did not
the
them
where Courtlandt had rendered him a
apologize
to
man
the
into
whose
face
very real service.
flew.
gentleman
redpieces
That
the
minyou
to
expect
the
"I did not
perceptibly,
bu
dened
he
held his
ute," the great man said pleasantly.
tongue. The blare of a horn announced
"You will not mind waiting for a few
the time of departure. The train
minutes."
two men on the platform
"Not in the least Only, I'm In a moved. The
the young man Ignored
saluted,
bat
frankly
directly
and
deuce of a mess,"

bott telephoned
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SYNOPSIS.
was singing in
Edward Courtlandt's appearance there. Multimillionaire, he wandered about where
fancy dictated. He mieht be in Paris one
day and Kamchatka the next Following
the opera he goes to a eaie and U accosted by a pretty young woman. She
gives him the address of Flora Deslmone,
vocal rival of Toscana, and Flora gives
ihim the address of Eleanora, whom he is
determined to see. Courtlandt enters
Eleanora's apartments. She orders him
out and shoots at him. .The next day
Paris is shocked by the mysterious dis
appearance of the prima donna.
Eleanora

de Toscana

Paris, which, perhaps, accounted for

t

CHAPTER IV Continued.
"There's the dusky princess peek
ing out again. The truth is, Abby, if
I could hide myself for three or four
years, long enough for people to for
get me. I mixht reconsider. But it
should be under another name. They
enw ua millionaires!. Whv. we are
the lonesomest duffers going. "We dis
trust every one; we fly when a wonv
an approaches; we become mono'
maniacs; one thing obsesses us, every
body is after our money. We want
friends, we want wives, but we want
them to be attracted to us and not to
Oh, pshaw! What
our money-bagplans have you made in regard to the
search?"
Gloom settled upon the artist's face.
"I've got to find out what's happened
to her, Ted. This isn't any play.. Why,
she loves the part of Marguerite as
she loves nothing else. She's been
kidnaped, and only God knows for
what reason. It has knocked me silly.
I Just came up from Como, where she
spends the summers now. I was going
to take bar and Fournier out to dinner."
"Who's Fournier?"
"Mademoiselle Fournier, toe composer. She goes with Nora on the
yearly concert tours."
s.

"Pretty?"
"Charming."
"I see," thoughtfully. "What part
of the lake; the Villa d'Este, Cadenab-bia?- "
'

'

"Bellaggio. Oh, it was ripping last
summer. She's always singing when
she's happy. When she sings out on
the terrace, suddenly, without giving
anyone warning, her voice is wonderful. No audience ever heard anything
like it."
"I heard her Friday night! I dropped
in at the opera without knowing what
they were singing. I admit all you
say in regard to her voice and looks;
but I stick to the whim."
"But you can't fako that .chap with
the blond mustache," retorted Abbott
grimly. "Lord, I wish I had run Into
you any day but today. I'm all in. I
can telephone to the Opera from the
studio, and then we shall know for a
certainty whether or not she
for the performance tonight. If
not, then I'm going in for a little de
tective work."
"Abby, it will turn out to be the
heep of Little
"Have your own way about It"
When they arrived at the Btudlo Ab
will-retur-

Bo-Peep- ."

the salutation. Not until the rear car
disappeared in the hazy distance did
the watchers stir. Then they left the
station and got Into the túnneau of a
touring car, which shot away and did
not stop until It drew up before that
imposing embassy upon which the
French will always look with more or
less suspicion.

five-thirt- y,

x,

By-by-

."

sober-vis-age-

CHAPTER V.
The Bird Behind Bart,
The most beautiful blue Irish eyes
in the world gazed out at the dawn
which turned night-blu- e
into
and paled the stars. Rosal lay the un
dulating horizon, presently to burst into living flame, transmuting the dull
Bteel bars of the window into fairy
gold, that trick of alchemy so futllely
sought by man. There was a window
at the north and another at the south,
likewise barred; but the Irish eyes
never sought these two. It was from
the east window only that they could
see the long white road that led to
Paris..
The nightingale was truly caged.
But the wild heart of the eagle beat
in this nightingale's breast and the
eyes burned as fiercely toward the
east as the east burned toward the
west. Sunday and Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday and Thursday, today;
and that the five dawns were singular in beauty and that she had never'
in her life before witnessed the creation of five days, one after another,
made no Impression upon her sense of
the beautiful, so delicate and receptive
ir ordinary times. She was conscious
that within her the cup of wrath was
I
rm il
a
n
i
r
overflowing,
lumgo,. euvu
oiner il.
ui
eating and sleeping and moving about
in her cage (more like an eagle indeed than a nightingale), recurrence
had blunted her perception.
"Oh, but he shall pay, he shall pay!"
she murmured, striving to loosen the
bars with her small, white, helpless
hands. The cry seemed to be an arietta, for through all these four maddening days she had voiced it now
d
low and deadly with hate, now
by
now
anger,
broken
in burning
sobs of despair. "Will you never
come, so that I may tell you how base
and vile you are?" she further addressed the east
She had waited for his appearance
on Sunday. Late in the day one of the
Jailers had informed her that it was
Impossible for the gentleman to come
before Monday. So she marshaled her
army of phrases, of accusations, of.de- nunciations, ready to smother him
with them the moment he came. But
he came not Monday, nor Tuesday,
nor Wednesday. The suspense was to
her mind diabolical. She began to understand; he intended to keep her
there till he was sure that her spirit
was broken, then he would come.
Break her spirit? She laughed wildly.
He could break her spirit no more
easily than she could break these
bars. To bring her to Versailles upon
an errand of mercy! Well, he was
capable of anything.
She was not particularly distressed
because she knew that it would not be
possible for her to 'sing again until the
following winter in New York. She
had sobbed too much, with her face
buried in the pillow. Had these sobs
been born of wéakness, all might have
been well;' but rage had mothered
them, and thus her voice was in a
very bad way. This morning she was
noticeably hoarse, and there was a
break In the arietta.' No, she did not
fret over this side of the calamity. The
sting of it all lay in the fact that she
had been outraged in the matter of
personal liberty, with no act of reprisal to ease her immediate longing
to be avenged.
day-blu-

e.

'
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Goose KUIed With a Golf Ball.
memor two ago a
ber of the Roral Dublin Golf club,
while playing on the links at
,

A day

well-know- n

Dolly-moun- t,

Clontart, and approaching the
sixth hole with a driving mashie,
killed a barnacle goose with a golf
ball. As the shot was played the bird
was swooping and, being struck on
the neck, fell to the ground dead.
i
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THE
S7. 1912,
'

First Class

Good Rooms.
Competent Service

aod Publisher

Sihtcriptta

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.

'

U.

S. Commissioner,

Solano, Now Mex.

.

Rev. Fr.

ocratic Party of the State of New
Mexico is hereby
called to meet at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 17th
of August, A. D.19Í4, for the purpose
of nominating a canidate for member
of the House of Representatives of the
United States for the State of New
Mexico, and of nominating a canidate
for member of the State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, and of
transacting such other business as may
come before such Convention, Delegates from the several and respective
Counties of the State of New Mexico
to such Convention, apportioned on the
basis of one delegate for each 100 votes,
or major fractions of 100 votes, cast
for th- - HON. H. B. FERGUSSON in
the election of 1912, shall be entitled to
sit in such Convention as follows:

Colfax

Curry
Dona Ana
Edey

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
Mc Kinley
Mora
Otero

Quay

16
14
12
7
10
10
12
8
5
.

Rio

10

Arriba

7

Juan

5
17
10

San

3
11
5

J.

B. LusK,
Attorney

at Law,

y:

to me.

Rcy,
i

New, Mexico,

J. N. Nutter,

O. H,

Kerns,

Office t At
Esse

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
ServiceM.,
7.30, P. M.

k

-

Pastor.

,

Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

A S. HANSON
Notary Public
.

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Lodge Directory

Realty, Co.

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

S. Russel, Pastor.

Rev. R. A. Pricb

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

11

Physician and Surgeon

i

Nutter-Kern- s

4

Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.

Nntter-Kern- s

Col.
F.

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.

O.

MILLS

WHITE
NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. r. Hall, Koy, N. M.

I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Dlgtanoe not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Visiting members always, welcome
Wm. Q. Johnson.
H. Goodman
Secretary.
NoWe Grand.

Satisfaction

Or'n'td

7

5

Dr. Bartholomew,

11

PhysiciawdSuraeon,,

3

Mills,

,

Hill, J.

H. Paxton,
Chairman,
Secretary,
Democratic State Central Committee.
P.

Ant. Celuer.

T. F. SELF

J.

Given all Business Entrusted

It is almost superfluous to say
that one of the most pressing po-

Harmony Rebekah

New Mexico. Lodge No. 24.

The rule of the last state Convention
that a Proxy could be exercised only
by resHent voter of the County repre Mondays at Roy.
sented, should be kept in mind in the
giving of Proxies.

adolph

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Presbyterian,

Prompt and Careful Attention

tention.

1

San Migul
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrace
Unioa
Valencia

5

16

Roosevelt
Sandoval

Local Surgeon EJ. & S.W.
Ry.

Priest in charge,

A General Convention of the Dem-

Bernalillo
Chaves

Physician and Surgeon

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

Attorney at Law,

State

Convention

N. M.

S. Durrin,

D

M. D. GIBBS

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
Rav. G. B. H all, Supt,

Block,

Roy,

$1.S0 Per Tear

Call For Democratic

Meals.

Great-Wester- n

Professional Cards

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Mrs. tde E. Watson, Prop,

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

Church Directory

The Rov Cafe

SPANISH AMERICAN
Rmoibtkbmd APOP8T

crArtisn-AncrauAT- i.

D. of R.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each

;

month, Visiting members always

wel-

come.

ohe Variety

Machine
; W Works,

C. E Anderion dl Sons. Propr'e,
Well Equipped frith Power Machinery
for all kinds, of Shop work v.

Mrs. Anna Shamblin,

N. G.

Mrs. Gussie FLOERSHEiM.Secy.

1

v

For dressmaking, embroidery

Wagon and Carriage Work
a Specialty.
Horse Shoeing, Pump and Pipe
Fitting. Band-saand Planer
Work.
w

All Work

Guarantied,

Roy New. Mex- Letters

Advertised

list of letters and
packages remaining uncalled for in
the Roy Post Office for more than 15
days prioi to June 1st 1914,
The following is a

d

Goods

Bought and Sold
All Work

Spanish-Americ- a'

:

New M

Watch and clock repairing
a specialty. Eyeglasses
fitted. All work Guaran,
teed.

Roy,

N. Mex

J. FLOERSHEIM

Oriental Hotel
Mrs. Dina (Maldonado
and Daughters, "Proprietors,

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

New31exico

Letters,
Allejandro Montoya,
Letter.
Nelso Stacy,
2 packages,
.

with

Notary Public

Guvrantd

Unless called for before July 1st same
Refurnished
will pe sent to the Divison of Dead New Management,
Large
Letters, Washington, D. C.
Thruout, Good Meals,
Mrs. Hattie Carpenter,
Letter.
airy Rooms.
Don George Archuleta,
Letter.
MissSenaida Gallegos,
Letter.
Roy.
4
Gonzales,
O.
Abel
Letters.
Elyza A. Landayin,
Letter.
Dixie Madison,

ETC

JEWELRY

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Also Second-Han-

PROOFS

Geo. Hart

CampNo.14361

litical necessities of New Mexico General Blacksmithing,
at the present time is a modern Engine and Automobil Work,
will

enable
election law which
the voters of New Mexico to register their will at the polls and to
put the men whom they want in
office, The legislature should
pass a law which will stick an
entering wedge under the control
exercised over the suffrage in
New Mexico.
We all know the conditions
You don't have to take twenty
guesses to name the counties.
New Mexico has made considerable progress toward civilization
in the matter of election; but she
she has a considerable distance
to go yet. When coercion and
corruption are fifty per cent scarcer at the polls in New Mexico
we can begin to stretch ourselves
and step forward a little.

FIXINGS- - CONTESTS

Roy,

modern wooamcn

m
hi y

U litcd States
Commissioner
Office

tlfJ

me. J

H. FOSTER

F--

2
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BACTERIA. 'Y

inhabitants of
the United States die prematurely
each year." The department of conservation of one of our great "life insurance companies and other equally
competent and reliable investigators
are authority for that statement.
For each death recorded there is
known to be a vast amount of suffering and expense which might easily be
avoided, and it is believed by compe-- i
tent investigators including, the
tlonal Conservation Commission that
at least fifteen years could be added to
the average life of the present genera-- ;
tion if a sane system of personal
hygiene were generally adopted.
Scientists have decided that bacteria belong to the plant kingdom, and
' the microscope reveals another and
formerly , unseen bacterial world of
vast extent and of far reaching con-- i
sequence to the human race. Under
,
( the microscope mosses and molds be-come forests of giant trees, while the
í
smallest plants so seen are the' bac- teria. The unit of measurement in
dealing with these small plants is the
michon, .001 millimeter, or approxiinch. .,
mately
in universal developperiod
At some
of these small
species
ment certain
plants ' learned to live within the
bodies of animals and of men and we
have as a, result what we call the infectious diseases known to us as tuberculosis, 'pneumonia, diphtheria, typhoid
fever, measles, scarlet fever and the
like. The plant or bacteria causing
typhoid fever for instance averages
inch long by between
about
inch wide.
to
Like the larger varieties of the plant
kingdom these minute plants are good
ac
or bad, poisonous or
cordine ta the species and the environ
ment, and that is the reason specific
human diseases' exhibit such an in
'
finite variety of symptoms; for as the
environment differs in each individual
infected so must the reactions. Hence
every man makes his own disease.
When society becomes efficiently or
ganlzed bo that it will be possible to
consider human ailments on the eame
broad impersonal basis we do diseases
of plants and animals, undoubtedly
,'most of' our now numerous diseases
will be found to have a common origin
and to be easily preventable.
"More

than

600,000

;!:

non-poisono-

;;

To illustrate the point a group of
men exposed to a swirl of street dust
composed of finely ground horse ma

nure and other decomposing animal
and vegetable refuse will develop
"colds," sore throats or ptenumonla,
deDendine on the reaction of the indi
vidual to the contained bacteria. Every
individual life makes its own disease.
These tiny plants increase and grow
only under favorable environmental
eonditions of moisture, heat and food,
but under such favorable conditions" a
Bínele bacterium may easily become
the parent of 17,000,000 within twenty- four hours. Those bacteria that have
acquired the ability to live, within the
body of man have been so modified by
that environment that they have lost
the ability to live Independently out
Bide the human body for any great
length of time. Like all parasites they
ire unable to stand alone and quickly
le if thrown on their own resources.
,

in the fourteenth century type of con NEW BISCUIT DAINTIES
traption he wears on his feet a source
of irritation of vastly more destructive
power than can possibly flow from eye.
r
RECOMMENDED
A3 VARIATION
ear or nose.
FROM STANDARD RECIPES.
Every normal baby born "Into this
world has a foot bo shaped that a
straight line drawn from the center of
the end of the big toe through the cen- Appetizing With "Filling" of Stiff Or
ter of its base will, pass through the
Conange Marmalade-7-Nut-Drocenter of the heel of the foot ..! This
EveryPopular
With
fections
imaginary line was discovered many
body Clover Biscuits.
years ago by a man named Meyer and
has since been known as "Meyer's
Light, fláky, biscuits, temptingly
line," and on the preservation of this
always receive a smiling
browned,
line depends foot comfort and, to a
welcome
at
the table. But have you
very large degree, general health and
any
ever
variations of your standtried
happiness as well.
recipe?
ard
I
have experimented and
26
composed
bones,
of
The foot is
have
some goodies that dis
concocted
movable.,
of
Fourteen
or
more,,
Jess
appear
like
cake, writes a contributor
these belong to the toes, the remaining
to
the
Woman's
World. . They are de12 being a series of odd shaped bones
licious
not
only
for the home meal
forming two arches. The weight of
It is estimated there are now in the
but
lunches.
And the housekeep
for
body is carried on the astragalus,
United States ' approximately 18,000 the
er
finds
just
them
the thing to serve
persons infected with typhoid fever the highest bone in the arch. These
with
appetizing re
light
as
chocolate
of
germs who although m apparent per- two arches are held up by two sets
to
guests.
freshments
originating in the heavy calf
fect physical health are discharging tendons
y
Orange
biscuits are my
One set running down under
muscles.
thes,e bacteria in enormous numbers
own
To
them,
idea.
sift togeth
make
every day. The same fact is true of the heel bone and extending from heel er two cupfuls of bread flour, two tea- longitudinal
toes,
strings
arch
the
diphtheria and of other infectious dis to
spoonfuls baking powder, half a tea- eases, and it is In this way that dis- up just as a bowstring strings a bow; spoonful salt and a tablesponful of
ease is carried from one person to an- others running down the inside of the sugar. Beat one entire egg and add
instep
other. Typhoid fever for Instance will leg turn under the arch of the
s
of a cupful of sweet milk
of
the
extending
across
the
sole
and,
vanish as a human disease only when
for
wetting
the dough. No shortenmen cease to eat or drink human and foot are anchored to a bone near the ing is used. Knead the dough lightly
up the
animal excreta in any form. And the base of the little' toe, stringing
pull
give
of and roll thinner than biscuits are usuand
The
arch.
crosswise
same principle applies to all diseases.
Cut the rounds with a
ropes ally made.
There is but one sound and success the calf muscles on these tendon
cutter
or the open end of a
cookie
wonful method of combating diseases and that hold up the arches forms a in- pound baking powder can. From half
springs
and
set of
that is by prevention. To waste val- derfully efficient
an- easy;: graceful, swinging and of the rounds remove the centers
sures
efforts
uable time and lives In futile
Spread the
gait if they are permit- with a smaller cutter.
at "curing" ; the natural results of ever enduring
whole
rounds with melted butter, lay
existing conditions Is Illogical. To ted to operate.
one
of
the dough rings on each and
When the entire weight of the body
first locate the cause of the condition
fill
centers with stiff orange mar
the
norwhich we know as disease and then, is thrown on the foot in taking a
malade
before baking.
having conclusively demonstrated the mal stride the longitudinal arch will
Nut-drobiscuits vwere my next suc
s
cause, ta lay aside fads, fancies, prej- expand approximately
at making "goodies." For
cessful
trial
udice, super8titution and tradition of an inch and the cross' arch about them, sift together a
pintt of flour,
be
Inch. If this free action
f
and take the necessary steps for the
teaspoonful
half
of
a
and two
salt
means
weakenpermitted
it
then
removal of the known cause that is not
of baking powder. Rub in
only
not
of
entire
muscles
the
ing
the
sane and logical. And when rational
a generous tablespoonful of butter
preventive measures are taken then leg and hips but of the back and abdo and stir to the consistency of a thick
disturbing the
'
disease arid rjremature death must men as well, besides
general
converting batter, using sweet milk to moisten.
and
in
circulation
cease as a natural and inevitable re
the natural, walk into a waddle. Few Add half a cupful of chopped nuts and
'
(
i'
sult
people walk these days they cannot; drop the dough with a spoon upon
they tire too easily because their cen- a greased baking sheet leaving an
THE FOOT.
Inch between "drops" for swelling.
ter of gravity is displaced.
Sandwich biscuits require four cup
less
It'
harmful if
would be much
Recently there appeared in the colfuls
of flour, four tablespoonfuls of
umns of the daily prese a special cable any person thoroughly convinced that baking powder, a teasponful of salt,
notice of the presentation of a paper nature had made a mistake in shaping two tablespoonfuls of meat drippings,
at the Academy of Sciences, Paris, the human foot should have his feet half a cupful of milk, and water to
France, by Edmond Perrler, director reshaped to suit wjfth saw and knife complete the wetting to the ordinary
to molding
of the Museum of Natural History, In than to devote a life time
Roll the dough
by the biscuit consistency.
lines
conventional
into
them
dicating as the result of experiments
spread half
pie
like
crust,
thin,
cut
hammering, which is bru
conducted by M. Lahy over a period of usual daily
a filling
butter,
the
with
rounds
add
step
ten years that "persons who work con tal and disastrous because each
finely
cooked
ground,
of
seasoned,
stantly in the midst of harsh noise taken means a blow on the brain ham, then lay on the covers and bake.
show symptoms of exceptional fatigue, tissue.
Clover biscuits are dainty mouth-fuls- .
powerful
a
is
exhaustion
Nervous
while
pressure
due to excessive blood
Use any standard recipe for
working, followed by depression of the factor in the stupefaction of multi- regular biscuit dough.
Cut into
vital forces." And Emile Gautier, the tudes who Imagine they are ill, and rounds an inch in diameter. (I use
puzzle is without doubt
my round loaf cake pan,
scientist is quoted as com- the key to the In
the. fact that It is the centerasofa cutter.)
found
be
to
paring city noises "to blows of a ham
Place the tiny
greatest inverted,
mer' upon the nervous system," and among the class showing the
gem cake
greased
In
in
threes
rounds
stating that "such noises frequently distortion of "Meyers line' that the pans and glaze the tops with egg
aggravated
repeated tend to cause neurasthenia in vast majority of the most
to
are
be found. yolk mixed with a little water. When
persone naturally sensitive to noise." types of neurasthenia
baked, the group of three from each
Any pressure that can possibly dis mold will come out in trefoil shape.
There is not the shadow of a doubt
tort "Meyer's line" is at the same They are nice to serve with cheese.
as to the truth of these observations
special sense area,
s
And, further, we venture to state that time applied to this
biscuits taste good at any
with
to
face
us
brings
face
this
and
Ib
season of the year. Their ingredients
there
not a competent specialist of
exhaustion
cell
,nerye
of
question
the
experience
One quart flour, one
in
more than five years'
subject1 on consist of:
any country in the world who cannot through foot irritation a
salt,
four teaspoonfuls baking
average individual Is ex- powder, hatf a cupful of butter, half a
show in his records many cases of whioh the
touches teaspoonful each of ground cinnamon
mental exhaustion from the over use ceedingly sensitive because It
of
article
an
shoe,
of
style
the
on
the
and nutmeg, one tablespoonful finely
of whatever organ1 falls within his spelittle
been
has
there
which
in
apparel
chopped citron or candied orange
cial field of observation, be it the eye,
designed
was
type
it
since
in
change
peel half a cupful of currants, one
ear, nose or any. other part
century for a class egg, and sweet milk to make a firm
fourteenth
the
in
We have long been familiar with the
dough. Some brands of flour absorb
phenomena of reflex irritation as a who never walked.
more moisture than others, so the
subfactor in human suffering, but the
Reminder1.
Gentle,
amount of milk or water used for bisject has never received the attention '
man
Frankfort
dumb
in
and
A
deaf
cuits is not absolute. Roll an inch
to
it deserves and that it is destined
gen thick, cut in large rounds, cut" two
cleaning
and
excellent
such
does
on.
receive from this time
'
We do not have to be conscious of eral work about the house that his gashes at right angles across the top
Id great demand of each, and moisten the tops with
irritation to suffer the reaction from silent services are
ago
packed a lot of milk before baking. Some cooks like
he
time
A
short
over stimulation. And here we have
of
one
his regular pa to fill the cross cuts withugar.
for
furniture
an illustration of the effect of inertia
to
moving
was
another town.
who
trons
.bn the human mind;' for the scientific
his
bill and he
to
send
him
told
She
Strawberry and Rhubarb Jam.
,
clearly
point
gentleman, who will so
post
In flam
decorated
card
on
a
did
and cut the rhubarb into
Clean
many
of
human
cases
out the cause of
"Lest, we inch pieces, but do not peel. To one
wreckage among his clients is usually ing colors, with the words,
pint of rhubarb add half a pint of
himself a victim of the same irritation forget!" Indianapolis News.
strawberries, cleaned and hulled.
from another point. Obviously he lacks
v -Cook for 15 minutes, then measure
Remorse.
either in intellectual integrity or in
pangs
worse
add sugar in the same proportion
those
and
than
áre
approxThere
that broad grasp of principle
above recipe. Cook till tUck,"-"- '
Lytton,
as
the
Bulwer
of
want
imating genius, or he would recognize

The conditions favorable to bacterial
life and growth are filth, dampness,
warmth and absence of light What
we commonly designate as filth Is, of
course, only matter in the wrong place.
The conditions detrimental and fatal
to bacterial life are cleanliness, dryness, cold and light
Bacteria are not hereditary but are
contagious; and the existence of these
plants in the human race is continued
from one person to another only because certain men in whom they have
found lodgment transfer them to
other men or animals receptive at. the
time because their bodies have been
modified by environment, their constituent matter is in the wrong place or
combination, and they are technically
unclean, a condition commonly known
as one of low vitality.
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A Request
Having sold The Ideal Grocery
to The Goodman Mercantile Co.
and retired from business, I
wish to thank our many friends
and patrons, in the name of the
Company for past patronage and
the very cordial business relations we have enjoyed with patrons and Business associates.
We bespeak for the Goodman
Mercantile Co. a continuance of
ths friendly relations so long existing and trust our patrons may
continue their regular and always welcomed .visits to the Corner Store.
F. A. Roy, Manager.
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Mrs. John Holder asks us to This weeks issue contains ten
change the address of their S A new notice of Final Proof on
from Texhoma to Mills JN. M. in homesteads. We have some each
future. They came back from week but this is the largest order
their eastern trip better Satisfied we have had since the clean up
last spring.
with the mesa.
Mr. Bell, Engineer of the it Hel
per engine' drove down to Roy
with his family Monday in his
new Overland. Even a place like
Abbot cant be lonely With sucha
means of getting away quick and
"
back aghin.
'

Baker Shanon arrived Saturday from St Louis and after a
brief visit with his father here
went on to Dawshn Monday to
resume his old position with the
Big Mines,
He admits that
Dawson has attractions for him
that cant be duplicated and he is
glad to get back.

Miss Julia Maldonado went to
Maxwell Mondayto visit at the
Young i?arr came down from J. Gordon Smith home. She is
Walsenburg this week to assist a favorite of the Smiths who
in caring for his little daughter have known her from childhood.
who is seriously ill with Rheu Mr. Smith is editor of .the Maxmar.isra.

N.

well Mail.

She became ill at the Ranch in
LaCinta Canyon and her mother
Mr. Duncan, traveling represbrought her to Roy where they entative of the Weythe Hardware
are living in the Mrs. Kennedy Co. was iu Roy Monday calling
residence in order to b near on the trade.
medical aid. We are glad to
learn she is rapidly recovering.
F. E. Clarke, M'gr. of the Sell
FOR SALE: Fine, three year ingof Underwood Typewriters

M. was in Roy over Sunday
Holstein milk cow with in N.
heifer cal f two months old, Best and demonstrated the superioroffer will take it. Address Box ity of his new machine in a way
to make you covetous. He is a
197, Springer, N. M. 22 mo 1 pd
clever sal9sman and makes
friends where he doesnt sell.
Levinus De Smet was in Roy
Thufsd y witha (ompañy of CatWe are pleased to lern that
tle men on ttw summer round up
Miss
Inez Cate, of Solano has re
Messrs. Gillispie, Stevens and
ceived
her Final Receipt for her
others are with the company.
claim
near
that village. She has
They have been out for two weeks
andaré headed back. Mr. De had a lot of annoyance and delay
Smet recently returned 'from in getting her title to the claim
Montana where he was looking while no homesteader on the
up cattle. They had a four horse mesa has more fully earned the
wagon loaded down with their right to them. It is always a
camp outfit and a company of a source of gratification to us when
these casen íd which we have
dozen men.
aided in a minor way come out
right and a proof that the
The Baptist Ladies Aid Society
back of it all is just and
will serve their Chicken Dinner
always does the right thing in
July 4th, in che old Drug Store
these matters when presented in
Room under the Odd Fellows
the right way.
'

old,

.

'

them and help
causa.

along a good

M. M.

Farris left for Oklahoma

Monday

to superintend the
threshing of the wheat on his
Mrs. Ethel Harper, and two farm there. He reports a fine
little daughters, of Palóuse ' Val- crop and will remain bo adjust
ley, have rented the Mrs. Mc- his business affairs there before
Dowell residence just east of the returning to his claim here.
Oriental Hotel and will live in
Roy in future. The little girls
Jess Davenport, Rural letter
age
Mrs.
.and
school
Harof
are
carrier ou Route 1 from Roy setper will keep thorn here to get tled for three yearly subscripthe advantage of the Roy scheois. tions to the
Monday. One
We gladly welcome this estimable of his own and two for friends in
family.
the east.
.

S--

A

Casa

B

1

anca

Emilia Romero

Josephine Pacheco
Proprietor

R. C. Grunig and Gale Kidd

Good Meals. 25 cU
are enthusiastic over the prospect for an abundant supply of We feed you well and treat you riffht
water in the new well in the Mon- Across from the Bank, Roy.N.M.

tezuma Addition which is design
ed as a City Water-workThis
well was located by A. S.Hoskins.
who has
been phenominally
successful at ''Water Witching"
and has located water in many
places where dry wells have
been drilled all artiund them.
The water is at a depth of 175
feet and is in shale and gravel is
the finest of pure water and the
quantity exceeds their facilities
for testing, Plans are now under way to put in a pumping
plant and pipe the " water down
town. The well is but four
blocks from the center of town
and is considered a bonanza.
s.

C. E. Deaton has had List Blanks
printed at this office and will add
e
to his locating business. The land available for'filing
homesteads is about all gone arid
the land buyer must soon take
the place of the Homesteader, so
Chas, is preparing for the change.

'ft'

'

(CeprrtKbl.

i

uvCium

By

.

ndicatn. .

real-estat-
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sayi

The Place of
Honeymoons

1

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Tower, Monday' June 29th, a big
is a great story.
bouncing
boy. All ptr-tje- s
getting along just tine and This is how he puts ic
"I lore the story teller who springs i
George is back on the wagon for
cheerful tale i he stimulates the feller
the F. M. Co. as accommodating
whose Ufe seems gray and stale) he
rests us when we're weary, consoles
as ever.
blue and when the
os when
10-poun-

d

wi

H. D. Baker, formerly a homesteader at Solano, but who commuted and returned to Iowa, was
elected Vice commander of the
Iowa Encampment, Sons of Vet-

erans at thei recent State

En-

campment at Burlington. Mr.
Baker is an enthusiast at whatever he undertakes and we are
glad to see his merit thus recog
nized.

Gov-ernme- rt

Hall.
All are invited to dine with

Restaurant

2

day is dreary he helps the long hours
through.
Of all the benefactors who
smooth oar mundane path, there's one
with no detractors J his name b H.
MacGrath, For ererybody reads him
from Cork to Broken Bow j and every
fcody needs him when tima is dragging
low. From kiver onto Uver a book
of his is great it stirs your heart and
fiver and gets your smile cm straight.
His action's always rapid, his plots are
tall of vim j no dummies, trite and vapid,
are e'er turned out by him his girls
are always peaches) his men are full of,
snap i he never drones or preaches, ot
br
you off the map. He's written
now a ctory that you should read
oft-too- ns

strictly hunkydory Thi
Plací or Honeymoons. It's cheer
ful and beguiling, and thrilling as it's
tale to keep- - you trailing and
Srj ayour
griefs away."
).

its'

Miss'Bell Van Horn came up
from El Paso, Texas, Saturday Wi art going to run this ascurruxtitriai
with her sister's two little boys and tu jini installment will appear in an
for a visit at the ranch home in early issue. Better watch far it.
La Cinta. Her mother, Mrs.
Henry Stone, came dowa from
Koehler to meet them. Miss
Van Horn has been employ ep. as
Trained Nurse in hespitals in the
border city and sometimes across

the border in Old Mexico.
Many friends here always welcome her on her return to Roy.
FOR SALE: Team good work
horses, two seated spring wagon

and harness.
24 tf

$80.00
A. R. Davis.
.

(CepyrtgM. by McCInr

Syndicate.)
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Era of Submarines.
The day is approaching when seaof high surface
going'1 submarines
speed will accompany the main fleet
on the high seas. Large vessels of
.this type, of 21 knots speed, have been
designed for the United States navy.
Great Britain is building, in the Nautilus, the largest submarine in existence, which is intended to be as sea
worthy while oii the surface as the
latest type of destroyer. Its surface
speed will be not less than.21 knots,
and it will have a submerged speed of
from 15 to 16 knots; it will carry six
torpedo tubes, and the surface displacement will be about one thousand
five hundred tons.

Mystical Number on Coin.
No one seems unwilling to accept

STUDENT SLAYS

piece, even though there are
a
on each coin the following hoodoo
Thirteen letters in
combinations:
the scroll held in the eagle's beak;
thirteen feathers in each wing; thir25-ce- nt

HEIR TO AUSTRIA

-

,

teen tail feathers; thirteen upright
bars in the shield; thirteen arrowheads; thirteen leaves on the branch;
thirteen letters in the words "quarter
dollar."
MORGANATIC MATE FALLS DEAD

THRONE A ND WIFE

IN HER HUSBAND'S

arms

ECZEMA ITCHED AND BURNED

and saves mayor's

R. F. D. No. 2, Seymour, Mo. "My
scalp broke out with fine pimples at
the start They itched and burned so

Life.

SECOND PLOT IS FATAL
ROYAL

COUPLE

MEET

A8

END

THEY HURRY TO CONSOLE
AIDES WOUNDED BY
BOMB.

Wejstern Newspaper Union News Service.

much that I was compelled to scratch
them and they would fester and come
to a head and break out again. The
trouble was attended by such burning
and itching I could not sleep, also
when I sweat it burned the same.
My hair fell out gradually and the
scalp kept rough and dry with itching
and burning. After about two years
the Dimoles broke out between my
shoulders. My clothing irritated them.
I was troubled with that eczema five
or six years.
"I tried everything that was recom
mended without any benefit until I
used the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
according to directions, and Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment cured me sound
and well in two weeks." (Signed) S.
I Killian, Nov. 22, 1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post-car"Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv:

Serajeveo, June 29. Archduke Fran
cis Ferdinand, heir to the Austria-Hugarlan throne, and his morganatic wife
the Duchess of Hohenberg, were as
Sunday while driving
eassinated
through the streets of Serajeveo, the
Bosnian capital. A youthful Servian
student fired the shots which added
another to the list of tragedies that
have darkened the .long reign of Em
Many a woman who wants her hus
peror Francis Joseph.
band to be honest is sorry that his
The Archduke and his wife were vie honesty keeps him so poor.
tims of a second attempt in the same
day against their lives. First a bomb
was thrown at the automobile in which
they were driving to the town hall.
Forewarned, however, of a possible at
tempt against his life, the Archduke
was watchful, and struck the missile
aside with his arm. It fell under an
automobile which carried members of
his suite, wounding Count von Booa
Waldeck and Colonel Merizzo.
On their return from the town hall
the Archduke and Duchess were driv
ing to the hospital when the Servian,
Gavrio Prinzip, darted at the car and
fired a volley at the occupants. His
aim was true, for the Archduke and his
wife were mortally wounded. WItn
them at the time was the governor of
the pit v. who escaned injury. The boa
ios of his murdered companions col
lapsed across him and protected him
from stray bullets.
. The Archduke was struck full in the
fnro and thft Duchess was shot
through the abdomen and throat. They
died a few minutes after reaching the
to which they were hurried
nniare
i
with all possible speed.
PrinziD and a fellow conspirator, a
compositor from Trebinje, named Gab- rinnvlc. barely escaped lynching by tne
infuriated snectators. They finally
were seized by the police, who afforded
'
them brotection. Both are natives of
the annexed province of Herzegovina
The first attempt against the arch
duke occurred just' outside the girls'
hich school. His car had just restart
pd after a brief pause for an inspection
of the building, when GabrinovlC
hurled the bomb. This was so sue
cessfully warded off by, the archduke
that it fell directly beneath the follow
ing car, the occupants of which,
Count von Boos Waldeck and Colonel
LSE
Merizzo, were struck by slivers of iron.
Archduke Francis Ferdinand stopped
his car and, after making inquiries as
of
to their injuries and lending what aid
he could, continued his' Journey to the
town hall.
There the burgomaster began the
customary address, but the archduke
sharply interrupted and snapped out:
"Herr Burgomaster, we have come
here to pay you a visit and bombs
have been thrown at us. This is alto
gether an amazing indignity."
After a jviuse, the archduke said;
"Now you may speak.
n

d

p.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver is
right the stomach and bowels are ngnt.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly com
pel a lazy nver toy
writ f MtviI
do its duty.

JniTTir
rum
iwt-- n

i
Cures Con S
i
In- -.
stipation.
digestion,
Sick
Sfi,"Headache.' IV
and Distress After Eating.

S
.i

I

1

M

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

New Modern Dancing

.

The leading Kipert and Instructor In Mew fork
rtt writj' 'Iiki Hlrr I have used ALLEN'S
Foot-Hastbe antiseptic powder to be shaken Into
the shoes, fur the past ten ears. It Is a blessing to
whn i ra nnmnftllMl t.o fin on thnlr feet. I dunce
eight or ten hours dally, and find that Allen's
Fuot-Has- b
keeps my leet cool, takes tne incuon
from the shoe, preyent corns and Sore, Aching feet.
1 recommend It to all my pupils."
K. FLKTCHKR HALLAMORtt.
(Signed)
SampleFHKC. Address Allen S.Olmsted.LeHoy.N.T.

DAISY FLY KILLER

the mean acts of his life are
quickly brought before a drowning
All

gS?

2

fllet. rieai, ciean, ornamental, convenient,

m

Lasts all

oheap.

Hade ot
s.aioa.
metal, can't spill or tip

over) will not soli or

m

issejMsa

HABOLD

Injure anything.
Guaranteed effective.
re sen
All dealers
...
n
.- .-

i

i

BOMEEff

! AA.

A

SsKklb Ave.. Brooklyn,

lit)

W.

man or a candidate for office.

DEFIANCE STARCH

DRUGGIST WIIX TELT. TOÜ
OWN
YOTJR
HI .
fTrs Dammlw frtl Rnrl WPfllC VV fl.t. rV
Eyelids; No Smarting
Kyes and Granulated
Just Eye Comfort. Write for Book of the Kye
by mall Dree, murine jvyu xveuiouj w., vun.aui

is constantly growing in favor because

Jtnn

it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 or.

The average girl may have a horror package 10c. 3 more starch for same money.
of robbers, but still not be averse to DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Omaha. Nebraska
having a kiss stolen occasionally.

Red Cross iW Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.

Adv.

PARKER'S

J$

I

J

PainfuL duties are best performed
by an understudy.

HAIR BALSAM

A

"1

toilet preparation of merit.

Helps to eradicate dandruff.

I

ror n enorme voior ana

Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
ooo. ana vi.wm urugirnm.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

27-19- 14.

Years of Experience
Makes Perfect

CASTOR A

Mothers mav try new rériiedies on themselves but Baby's life
is too delicate, too precious to try any experiments.

Genuine

2-

.

T.

I
i

r

lis

Always

Bears the Signature of

it has been made under his personal supervision
for more than 30 years to the satisfaction of millions upon millions
Mothers.
Soid only in one size bottle, never in bulk, or otherwise;
RPCAI

i

to protect the babies.

The Centaur Company,
Pres't.

EPAinEHgRICAH.

THE
SilSÜSZSiL5EScLSESESSSHSaSE5SSESaS5

L0CAL1YS

Plants Um Poison as Protection.
Bees Make Own Hour of Labor.
Many plants use poison as a means
Some bees apparently work on the Of protection. The sun
eight hour schedule, others on a ten poisonous Juice which spurge has a
kills any
or twelve hour basis f their working
which approach1 it, while the
day. A bee keeper Bays that one of poisonous
properties
his bee colonies begins Its day's labor nightshade are well of the deadly
known.
The
ts

at sunrise and continues till after dark, bracken fern has such a
bitter taste
making a working day two or three mm cows ana sneep
feeding near It
FOR SALE: Team good work hours longer than any other colony
in will not touch It, and
leaves of
horses, two seated spring wagon over a hundred. No two colonies of the buttercup hare athebitter
taste
bees, says this apiarist, are alike.
which is much disliked by
and harness. $80.00
animals.
24 tf
A. R. Davis.

yy

plant-eat-ln- g

.

For dressmaking, embroidery
or fancy needlework. See me in

m

the Mrs. Mc Dowell residence,
. V

Roy, N. M.
23- -

Mrs. Ethel Harper,

t2pd.

Mrs. Davis, of Chyene Wyoming, arrived here last week and
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Leach
and the numerous brothers and

Lay Something Aside

for that Rainy Day

sisters here.
Martin Rhyne asks us to change
the address of his brother,

HE MONEY saved now
winle yourearning power

Hil-lard- 's

to Brawley, Califor
They are evidentnia in future
ly moving around some.
S--

Tn)

M iiT
7
I

I

att

Fr. Ant. Celliar came down
from Springer Thursday t? perform the marriage rites which
unite the lives of Alejandro

in comfort in your old age.

Start the saving habit by
away a rittk

H

1 V

MO

10 00 A M,

Careful management hat won for
'eifiaf-- :
vur patrons

ta tht

(Music.

1

1.30

,

food.
Sewir.g and mus!? are iiixt. A worn-- n
I.c:r.piy
might be
ran be, but
f she can cook a gcol f.'ijn'er, make a
:';ess, aid let her mood- - slip- out of
or finse? tips or a pii.no, that wom
á v. ill have a clience 'or a truly hap-- v
hor:5 a ihousand rer cent, better
nil her beeutiful neigbbor who can-i- t.
malte e cn ari arrci, and who
As baá'y for hrr family.
3o 1 sí y to mothers, whether yon
ve money or not, taach your daugh-?- t
all t!:e useful 'and necessary
.inca In !!'e, so that they will mak'
b
iilia vive? and me'heri.

At "the Base Ball Park.
Games, Foot Races, Greased Pole, and
other Sports and Pastimes in Charge ..f
Wm. G. Johnson. Suitable Prizes.

2,00 P M.
-

-

Base Ball Game ,
ROYvs FRENCH.
'
At the Ball Park.

-

)

,

4, P M. Races at the Race Track.
Horse Races, both Jumpers ancr Harness
Horses, Automobile Races, Motorcycle-Races- ,
and others to suit Contestants
Liberal
,
Purses

"

s

Patriotic Songs, Address
Patriotic Ad lr ses,
Imprompt i dii ions, Ad. Lib.

Grand Free Barbecue

1.00 P M.

Worry May Cause Death.
Medical science has recently explained how worry commits Its murders. It has reached the conclusion
that In many instances of what have

'

Are You a Woman

?

been regarued as lunacy, and from
which the victim finally dies, the case
has simply been one of acute worry.
Instead of the person dying of mental
breakdown, he. has worried himself
to death.

Wrestling Match by Professionals.

Take
j

I

Wíí

W

It i

Vl

Grand Ball at Night.

Í1Í3

il

Home and Heart.
My home Is as much of nature as my
heart embraces. If I only warm my
house, then that only is my home. But
If I sympathize with the sounds and
s"mces of nature, and share' the

rm

Tii3 Woman's Tonic I
1

FC3 SALE AT ALL

CBSTS

greater Conqueror.
Though a man conquer a thousand
thousand men in , battle, a greater
conqueror still Is he who conquers
himself.

Ruling
Do

SK

la-stea-

Mi

M

other

'Si

and equanimity that reign around
me in the fields, then are they my
house, as much as if the kettle sang
and fagoti cracked, and the clock
ticked on the wall. Thoreau.

pnotograpneri paste.

A paste which will prove permanent
la made of ten parts of arrowroot, one
hundred parta of water, one part gelatin, ten parts alcohol. Soak the gel-

'

huw
íl fl in
Way to Obey That Impulse.
Whenever you feel the impulse to
wish for something, work for It
Albany Journal.

re-pu- ee

.5h,,Mío
;

Buddha.

'

-

ñññ
tr?
waww
r"

f

Useful Accomplishments.
Every wcman wants a cozy corner
nil her own be that corner bumble
or handsome.
Every w oman who does not hav? the
'nome longing is abnormal. Home is
nade up of Uttle 'ti.ir.S5.
One of i.'e large, of these littl
ürnga is the ability to cook whole-xm- e

Patriotic Program, From the Floersheim
of Welcome, Response,

ach week.

and provide an absolutely safe
placa for your money.

Store Porch.

J Loomis, editor of the Santa Fe Eagle, and Revenue Collect
or, was in Roy Tuesday looking
up Corporations for the Income
Tax. We mistook him for an insurance adjuster until hé came
in and made himself and his mission known. Weenjoyed a pleasant hour's visit with him and
learned many things about New
Mexico politics that we were not
on to. He is a veteran newspa-pe- r
man of twenty five years experience in the Southwest and
a most interesting
A.

g

Interest on Deposits

.

i

put-tin-

We pay

rog ra

P

Branch, of Mora, and Miss Abe-- j
lina Romero, of Roy. The' ceremony and accompanying
Mass
was held at. St. George's Chapel
Friday morning.

is good will help to keep you

i i

iiñ

atin in the water, add the arrowroot,
having been previously mixed with
a small quantity of water, and boll
four or five minutes. When cool, add
the alcohol and a few drops of car
bollo &oi4 or oil of cloves.
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PARAGRAPHS

By direction of Emperor William,
Commander Boyed, German naval at
tache, called on President Wilson and
presented him a handsomely bound
copy of the naval year book of Ger-

OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

BRIEF

RECORD

IN LATE DISPATCHES
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS

THAT

MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
.

WESTERN.
The National Educational Association will hold a meeting at St. Paul,
July
ExThe International
position and
Congress
R ill be held at Wichita, Kan., oct. 7.17.
Mount Lassen is not a geyser. Its
action, since it first broke into eruption
on May 30, has been decidedly volSoil-Poduc-

Dry-Farmin-

many.
Issuance of a new domestic postal
card was announced by the PoBtoffice
Department. It is to replace the card
now in use which bears the profile
portrait of President McKinley. The
new card will bear the portrait of
Thomas Jefferson. The only othef
difference is that the new card is
prined in green ink while the old one
'
is in red.
President Wilson expressed the
wish that the Mason and Dixon line
be forever forgotten.. In a letter to
President H. B. Joy of the Lincoln
Highway association, asking that the
road run from Philadelphia to Gettysburg, through Washington, the President suggested that it would be a good
means of further obliterating sectional feeling between the North and the
' '
South.
MaJ. Gen. John F. O'Ryan of the
New York National guard was appointed by Secretary of War Garrison
a member of the national militia
board. He succeeds Brig. Gen. Thomas
J. Stewart of the Pennsylvania militia,
whose term of service has expired.
a

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ts

g

canic.

Scores were driven from their
homes, wheat fields swept away.com
damaged and much live stock lost as
a result of the heaviest rain in Kan-iain years.
Herbert Smith, a Casper, Wyo.,
sheepman, was found dead in the raila

road yards at Nineteenth street near
the union station in Denver, His head
was severed, both legs cut off and his
body mangled.
The inability of the Colorado &
Southern railroad to meet interest on
$8,666,000 of bonds.'due July 12, caused
the Trinity & Brazos Valley railroad
to be placed in the hands of a receiver at Fort Worth, Tex.
The Illinois State Public Utilities
Commission promises to be more than
according to an official report made public. The report
shows five months receipts of $89,511
in fees, against expenses of $34,475.
Thirteen persons are known to be
dead, more than fifty are injured, and
a property loss estimated at $1,500,000
has been suffered as a result of the
cyclone ' which swept Wisconsin,
southern Minnesota and part of South
Dakota. Most of the dead are in Wisconsin.
Indictments against John P. White,
president, and Frank J. Hayes,
of the United Mine Workers
of America, and against seventeen
other national and district officers of
the organization were nolled in , the
United States District Court at
Charleston, W. Va., at the request of
W. G. Barnhart, district attorney :
"Justice in this country has dégen-erateinto a game," said Judge Frank
H. Dunn of the "Superior Court in an
address at San Francisco before a
church society. "If a conviction be secured and an appeal taken, it is decided not upon the guilt or innocence
of the prisoner but upon whether some
rule of the game has been violated."
;

vice-preside-

WOM

the college; one of the leading phy
Standing of Weatern League Ciaba.
slcians and scientists of his day, and
,
Club
Won. Lost. Pot
known chiefly as the builder of tne Denver .
26
.603
88
27
City .
36
.571
first crematory in the United States. Sioux
.565
85
St. Joseph .
27
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29
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HARDLY RELIEVE

.682
.623
.443
.426
.261

At Johannisthal, Germany, a world's
record for a duration flight was made
at the aerodrome by Gustav Basser.
He remained in the air for eighteen
hours ten minutes without making a
landing.
At Schwerin, Germany, another
aviation fatality occurred in the German army flying corps when Lieutenant Kolbe was killed by. the overturning of the aeroplane he was piloting.
Captain Ruff, his passenger, suffered
a broken leg.
With the thermometer way above
the 90 degree mark and a glaring sun
dancing over the field, the Blqes of
the Kansas City Country Club defeated the Denver Country Club four
in. the second match of the tournament of the Western circuit of the National Polo Association at Kansas
City 10
to
Long shots were prominent in all
the races at Overland park, Denver,
Thursday. They were Deerfoot, in
the first, who was as good as 8 to 1;
Kid Nelson, in the third, paying 32 'to
1; Fayette at 38 to 1 and Lieut.
Sawyer at 15 to 1. The wining favorites were Lady St. Patrick, at 3 to 5,
and Fafner, in the last at 13 to 10. It
was ladies' day and thousands of the
fair sex filled the grandstand.
The story of how President Wilson,
golfing on a local green, sent a ball
whizzing near another golfer's head,
and how the other fellow roundly
"cussed" the President of the United
States and then in confusion and
chagrin, made profuse apologies, had
a sequel when President Wilson and
the other golfer exchanged letters, one
an abject apology and the other an
acknowledgement coupled with a firm
declaration' from the President that he
was within his rights under the 'rules
of the game.

5.

Wednesday was the twenty-nintwedding anniversary of the President
and Mrs. Wilson and the second anniversary of the day at the White
House. No formal observance was
planned, because Mrs. Francis B.
Say re and Miss Margaret Wilson were
out of the city.
Many thousands of dollars must be
returned with interest to woolgrowers
of the west, principally of Wyoming,
Utah, Nebraska, Idaho, Colorado, New
Mexico and Montana by railroads,
which the Interstate Commerce Commission held to be excessive.
Reports that Germany and France,
dissatisfied with Haiti's payments of
GENERAL.
debts to their nations, were about to
house,
customs
when
the
seize
Fire at Manchester, N. H., caused a
brought to the attention of Secretary
estimated at $800,000.
loss
Bryan, brought out the statement' that
The great dry goods house of H. B.
neither government has intimated any
Claflin Company of New York failed
dissatisfaction to the United States.
with liabilities of $35,000,000. The assets are estimated at $40,000,000.
FOREIGN.
The Missouri Supreme Court dePope Pius received the Right Rev. cided against the Young Men's ChrisPatrick A. McGovern, bishop of Chey tian Association in the latter's claim
enne, at Rome.
that, as a religious organization, its
An earthquake that lasted fifty sec- property is exempt from taxation.
onds, accompanied by a rumbling that
A tornado struck Watertown, S. D.,
sounded like thunder, occurred at and tore a path through the city four
Fairbanks, Alaska.
blocks wide and eighteen blocks long.
Only éight bodies remain in mine Nine are known to be dead, and scores
No. 20 of the Hill Crest, Alberta, col- of people are believed to be Injured.
of The property damage is many thoulieries and all except twenty-thre- e
:
those removed have been identified.
sands ;'
The simple but impressive funeral
After an exciting session of the
nominating committee of the Associ- service of the Anglican church was
ated Advertising Clubs of America at held in London for the late Mma. LilToronto, it was decided to hold the lian Nórdica in the King's Weigh
House church, Mayfair, where she was
next convention in Chicago in 1915.
At Friedrichshafen, Germany, the married five ears ago to George W.
bodies of ten fishermen were re- Young of New York.
Ethel Wilcox, the missing chief witcovered from Lake Constance, and at
more are missing, ness at Wheatland, Wyo., against
least twenty-fiv'
believed to have been drowned in a Henry Webb, champion broncho
sudden storm which broke over that buster of the world, and James Hun-towho are accused of a'statutory of....
region.
.....
fense,
is in California.
After four days of preliminary
eat too much
"Most
. Americans
fighting, the final assault on Zacatecas
which
is largely to
a
meat,
habit
has resulted in the capture of the
competent
opinion
of
blame,
in
the
city. The battle was the most hotly
death
increased
physicians,
the
for
contested during the present revoluyears
forty
persons
of
over
rate
in
tion in the belief of leaders. Fourwarning
has
age.";
of
Thistmessage
teen thousand Federals were entrenched in seemingly impregnable ben sent out by the city health departpositions. Five thousand " prisoners ment of New York in a bulletin diswere captured by General Villa's cussing food and nutrition.
United States Senator A. J. Gronna
troops. Twelve cannon, nine military
trains, 6,000 rifles and three carloads was renominated on the Republican
of cannon and rifle ammunition were ticket, judging from returns received
primary election
taken. The dead on the federal side, from the state-wid- e
according to official figures, num- in North Dakota. Gov. L. B. Hanna
bered 4,000 and 2,000 wounded, while also was renominated by the' Republithe losses to the attacking side were cans on the face of early returns.
not stated definitely.
h

-
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The Senate Interstate Commerce
Commission reported the federal trade
commission bill to the Senate.
Secretary McAdoo received a $630
contribution to the consciente fund
'
from somebody in Burlington, Iowa.
The House again went on record
for exempting labor unions from pro
laws.
secution under the anti-truJohn H. Lambis, superintendent of
the mint at Philadelphia, resigned
He had held the position since 1902.
An event of the 113th commence
ment of Washington and Jefferson col
lege was the unveiling of a tablet to
the memory of Dr. Francis Julius L
Moyne, founder of several chairs at
'

st

How Mrs. Hurley Was Re
stored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Eldon, Mo. " I was troubled with
displacement, inflammation and female
weakness. For two

years I

could

not

stand; on my feet
long at a time and I
could not walk two
blocks without enduring cutting and
drawing pains down
my right side which
increased every
month. I have been
at that time purple
in the face and would
walk the floor. I could not lie down or
Bit still sometimes for a day and a night
at a time. I was nervous, and had very
little appetite, no ambition, melancholy,
and often felt as though I had not a
friend in the world. After I had tried
most every female remedy without sucadvised me to
cess, my mother-in-latake Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
I did so and gained in
strength every day. I have now no trouble in any way and highly praise your
medicine. It advertises itself." Mrs.
w

S. T.

Hurley,

Eldon,' Missouri.

Remember, the remedy which did
this was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. For sale everywhere.
It has helped thousands of women
who have been troubled with displace-i- n
ents, inflammation, ulceration, tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
that bearing down feeling, indigestion,
and nervous prostration, after all other
means have failed. Why don't you try
it? Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass.

HER

ABSENT-MINDE-

D

MAN

If Any Wife Has an Affliction Worse
Than This, Now Is the Time ,
to Declare It.

They were talking about their husbands over the tea things. Husbands
and the weather supply the same
vacuum between the gales of gossip.
"Theophilus, you know, is very ab
and so wrapped up in hia
new study of photography that that's
all he thinks of. You can't imagine
the time I have with him."
She paused a moment to imagine it
herself, while her listener found an
Idle interest in creasing the lace ends
with her fingers.
"Oh, this Is what I was going to
tell you! Theophilus came out of the
dark room the other evening Just as
dinner was set. I 8fty8 to him:
'Theophilus, what are you standing up
there rolling that plate of soup
around like that for?' 'Just a minute,'
he says to me 'Just a minute. It's
developing nicely. See that high
light coming up?' 'High light nothing!' I says; 'that's a cracker. Sit
sent-minde- d,

down!'"

.,

n,

WASHINGTON.

Will

Shepherd Dog Led Coyote Pack.
When the leader of a coyote pac
was killed recently in Sligo, Colo., it.
was found to be a shepherd collie dog
with a brass collar about its neck
This explained partly the boldness ol
the pack, which had oftén come uj
into the very yards of the settlers.

Throw Away

your complexion troubles with youi
powder puff - no need of eithei

when, you use pure, harmless

0

Pomade

The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER
At all dealers or by mail 50c.

Zona Co., Wichita, Kansas.
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POULTRY

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL

KING

AT ALAMOGORDO.

PEOPLE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.
July 1.
Encampment N.;M. N, Q.,
11-2-

Slain Rancher Was on His Way Up UNDERWOOq PRESENTS FIGURES
Tularosa Cañón With Cattle for ,
WHICH, GIVES $30,000,000.00
Indian Agency When Shot.
SURPLUS FOR YEAR.

at Deming.
Ang.
Institute of Science and Education at Santa Fe.
Aug. 17. Democratic State Convention Western Newspaper Union News Service.
at Albuquerque.
Tularosa, N. M. Mrs. Ralph Con- Sept.
San Juan County Fair at
nel, widow of the "poultry king" who
Aztec.
Sept.
County Fair at Farmlngr-towas faltally shot from ambush while
Nov.
Meeting State Teachers' riding by the Porter ranch in Tularosa
Association at Albuquerque.
canon, has offered a reward of $1,000
Tularosa is to have electric lights. for information leading to the convic
of her husband's murderer.
A garage at Clayton was destroyed tion
Mrs. J. L. Porter, of the Porter
by fire.
ranch
and her hired man, O. M. Tal-leEstancia loaded a car of frijoles for
have been taken by the sheriff to
shipment East.
Alamogordo and lodged in jail charged
Martha D. Bell has been appointed with the crime. This occurred followpostmistress at Hudson.
ing the arival here of District AttorPrices averaged 17 cents for the ney H. B. Hamilton. A coroner's jury
.
700,000 pounds of wool stored at
was empaneled and returned a verdict
y...
as follows:
. Recently large number of Red River
"We find the deceased came to his
citizens met and r organized a good d,eath by reason of a gunshot wound
road association.
received through the left shoulder ,the
Work is going ahead at the San shot being fired from a small buildJuan Basin Oil Company's rig in the ing south of the J. L. Porter residence
Meadows, near Farmington.
by unknown parties."
The Massachusetts Bonding and InThe remains of Connell were sent
surance Company have applied for ad- to Omaha, Neb. ',for interment.
mission to do business in New Mexico.
Connell, owner of 150,000 chickens,
It is estimated that in Curry county the largest poultry ranch in the state,
alone from 5,000 to 8,000 acres of was on his way on horseback up Tulawheat will soon be ready for harvest- rosa canon with his brother and two
ing.
other men, driving a bunch of cattle
Judge Pope of Santa Fé has appoint- for delivery to the Mescalero Indian
ed John F. Young of Cuba and N. L. agency. The party were passing the
Hibbets of Plainview, U. S. commis- Porter ranch two miles east when a
,
sioners.
,
shot suddenly rang out and Connell
oper
pitched off his horse, dying in a few
Company,
Mines
The Socorro
ating at Mogollón, recently paid an- minutes. It was found that á bullet
other dividend, the second within had passed through his left arm and
entered the pleural cavity. The body
three months.
The Albuquerque Commercial Club was immediately taken to Tularosa
let contracts for a nine months' ad- and the sheriff summoned, his inves
vertising campaign in leading Eastern tigation resulting, in the immediate ar
rest of Mrs. Porter and Talley on sus
magazines, beginning August 1.
picion.
Mr. Porter was not at home
A number of Indians from Albuquer
time."
at
the
que, Santa Fé, Taos and elsewhere in
There has been considerable bad
the state will be given employment in
blood between Connell and the Port
the beet fields of Maxwell.
Over a hundred automobile loads of ers, growing out of a quarrel over, the
delegates have already, been promised water supply, and land litigation. Con
for the meeting of the New Mexico Re nell was recently cleared of á charge
tailers' Association at Raton in July of perjury prefererd by Porter in the
District Court of Roswell and Porter
W. P. Riley, one of the largest fruit served a jail sentence on action
growers in the Hope district, will ship brought by Connell,
it is said.
several cars of plums this year, and at
least one car will be sent via parcel
June School Fund Apportionment.
post.
Santa Fe. The June apportionment
Fort Sumner will celebrate Fourth
of
the state current school fund of
of July at its Pavilion grounds with a
in the hands of the state treaspublic picnic, athletic events, horse
urer,
has
been made, giving 15 cents
race, baseball game and a general
person
to
each
enumerated for school
good time.
purposes. The first figures show the
As a result of the contract whereby enumeration and the Becond the sum
the Farmington Light and Power Com apportioned, as follows: Bernalillo,
pany is to pump the water for the city 8,861, $1,329.15; Chaves, 5,402', $810.30;
the company will invest about $3,000 Colfax, 4,637, $695.55; Curry, 2,301,
in improvements to the plant
Dona Ana, 5,021, $753.15;
$345.15;
The Roosevelt County Automobile Eddy, 3,775, $566.25; .Grant, 5,477,
Association has been formed to boost $821.53; Guadalupe, 3,483, $522.45; Lingood roads for that section and secure coln, 2,212, $531.80; Luna, 1,741, $261.for Portales and Roosevelt county 15; McKinley, 1,528, $229.20; Mora,
seme of. the transcontinental automo 4,333, ,$649.95; Otero,. 2,559, $383.85;
Quay, 358, $538.20; Rio Arriba, 5,655,
bile traffic.
$848.25; Roosevelt, 2,543, $381.45; Sanresigned,
Postmaster John Pflueger,
was checked out as postmaster oí doval, 2,113, $316.95; San Juan, 1,965,
Santa Fé by Postoffice Inspector L, $294.73; San Miguel, 7,836, $1,175.40;
A. McGee of Salt Lake City, and J. Santa Fe, 5,875, $881.25; Sierra, 1,688,
Howard Vaughn took over the office $253.20; Socorro, 4,634. $695.10; Taos,
3,996, $599.40; Torrance, 2,303, $345.45;
as acting postmaster.
Union, 4,949, $742.35; Valencia, 3,593,
As a token of appreciation for the
$538.95.
splendid work done by Major Jesse
Isaacks in commanding the battalion
Pyle Memorial School.
of cadets at State College, the officers
of the battalion presented him with a
Santa Fe. The Department of pubhandsome saber at a special meeting lic instruction has received a report on
the Pyle Memorial School, which is at
ut Las Cruces.
Tao3, conducted by Principal I. F.
Com
Sales
Milk
Condensed
Borden
pany, incorporated, of New York, filed Scott. The school is run under the diincorporation papers with the State rection of the Presbyterian Board of
Corporation Commission. Las Vegas Missions. It has a building and
is named as the New Mexico head grounds valued at $1,700.. There are
quarters and A.' C.'Ilfeld of that town 37 boys and 23 girls in attendance.
as the statutory agent. The capitaliza' The daily attendance averaged 44 dur
ing the past year.
tion is given at $10,000. .
9.

1.

n.

16-l- á.

23-2-

The 1913 Cotton Crop Was Most Val
uable Ever Produced.
Washington. Final figures on the
1913 cotton crop, announced by the
census bureau," place it as the largest
the United States has ever grown,
with the exception of that of 1911. At

IS FALSE ALARM

SUSPECTED PAIR TAKEN TO JAIL

NEW MEXICO

ARIZONA RAISING COTTON.

SHOWS DEFICIT

KILLED

5.

the same time the estimate of the total value of the crop shows It was the
most valuable ever produced, it being
worth $1,043,760,000.
The Quantity of cotton ginned from
the 1913 croo, counting round as half
BIG INCOME TAX FUND bales and excluding linters, was 13,- 982,811 running bales, or 14,156,486
bales of 500 lbs. gross weight. Cotton
sead produced was 6,303,000 tons, of
HOUSE ADDS $500,000.00 FOR WORK which 4,575,508. tons were crushed..
The value of the cotton Is estimated
OF COLLECTING REVENUE
at $887,160,000 and of the seed
LAW.
UNDER
0.

$150,-600,00-

NEW

y

Ros-well-

.,

.

;

$15,-310.2- 0,

An interesting feature of the 1913
production was the crop of the Imperial, valley, in southern, California,
where 22,838 bales were grown. It
has been reported the acreage planted
this year in the Imperial valley will
show a large increase, while the production is estimated at froih 50,000 to
100,000 bales. Last year's production
was more than double that of any previous year there, where commercial
growing of cotton has been in progress
only a few years,
Another feature was the production
in Arizona, where 2,299 bales were
ginned, the largest part of which
possessed the same characteristics as
that grown in Egypt. The 1914 area
showB a large increase, variously estimated at from 12,000 to 15,000 acres.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Washington. Fortified with official
figures from the Treasury Department
Democratic Leader Underwood tolo
the House Saturday there would be no
deficit in government finances and
that any prediction of one was a
dreau. based on wishes springing from
political antagonism.
In an analysis of the government's
financial situation, he announced that
the total receipts of the government for
the fiscal year ending June 30 would
aggregate $733,000,000, leaving a surplus of $30,000,000 and that with only
a half year's operation of the income
tax.
That did not include Panama expen
ditures, estimated at $35,000,000. Next
fronds
Pompons made of
year, he declared, Panama expendi
a popenjoying
are
feathers
ostrich
or
tures would practically pass away and
out.
worn
soon
will
be
ularity
that
running
pay
the canal receipts would
expenses.
Underwood's speech was in support
of the Senate's amendment to the leg
islative appropriation bill to increase
the treasury fund for collecting the
Income tax from $1,000,000 to $1,500,-000- ,
which the House finally agreed to.
Underwood explained that the increase
was for the collection of the income
READY
tax from persons and corporations
Made of Trinidad Lake asphalt
trying 10 evade It.
the greatest weather - resister
used
Kleet
known. Kant-lea- k
"For next year," he predicted, "we
only with enanco obviate the
more
than
can be assured of collecting
use of unsightly cement. Write
for circulars and prices.
$100,000,000 from the income tax even
The Hendrie&BoIthoffMfs:. &S. Co.
if no more proportionately is collected
DENVER, COLO.
163.1 17th St.
more
year,
and
was
collected this
than
proportionately will be collected."
Underwood said customs receipts
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
were producing the current year
Send lis your Filma for dorploplnif. Expert
work only. The book of the Hrownles free
more than the administration
qüeTti Denver Photo Materials Co
had expected, and that the Treasury
Department had reported to him these (Enalmui Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado
figures of the total revenues for the
tí
current year just ending:
$75,000,-00tax
corporation
Income and
which had been estimated at

Gcnasco

ROOFING

-

$22,-000,00- 0

$95,-000,00-

Internal revenue $309,000,000, estimated at $312,000,000.
Customs receipts $292,000,000, estimated at $270,000,000.
Miscellaneous receipts $57,000,000,
estimated at $59,000,000.
"WOMAN SUFFRAGE

INEVITABLE"

-

.

:

22

METZ

0

Speaker Pledges Support When WomStates
en From Thlrty-eiflh- t
;, .,
Visit U. S. Capitol.
a
told
Clark
Washington. Speaker
Nathe
from
delegation of women
tional American Woman's Suffrage Association that "woman suffrage is as
inevitable as the rising of tomorrow's
sun."
"For six thousand years," said the
speaker, "men have been trying to run
the world and some think they have
made a bad mess of It. I hope that
when you women run it, you'll improve on it. I think woman suffrage
Is .inevitable."
-

Funk of Chicago
said the delegation wanted their petitions 'sent to the senators by mesMrs. Antoinette

CEARLESS CAR

Cliddca Toar Winner

IW'

'

Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on one ral. frasollne;
Mete and Cartercar
10,000 miles on one set of tires.
Distributors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming

THIS COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Live Airenta Wanted. 1030 Ildvry., Denver

LEY

LAV INSTITUTE

Cor. eighteenth and Curtis sts.
DENVER, COLO.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered

SLIDES

FOR MOVING PICTURE SHOWS,
Schools, Churches anil Lecturers.
II. SMITH, 2100 16th St., Denver.'

Would you give

$ 1 .25 to be free from

HAY FEVER

the coming season? If so write us for our plan of
paying after the hay fever season has closed If our
'
treatment has been worth the money to you
'

sengers.
THE OLEUM VIRIDI CO.
"I will do that for you," said the
vice president, and calling pages he
New and second hand pipe, all sizes and
PIPE kinds, at HAVENS BROS. MFG. AND
ordered the petitions distributed.

5ft&

,

SUPPLY CO,

ltiii

Wazee St.. Deava

THE

SPANISH-AMf.aiCA-
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Notice For Publication

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
':

June

1914,

11

.

Notice is hereby given that : Marcelio
Esquibel, of Roy N. M.
who on
made HE No. 012989 ' for
Ni'-NSWi-SSec 22
NKi-NW-

Ei

NEl-SEj:S-

(Copyright.

t

AicCiuri.

8ndlcau.

Section 26,
Township 18 North
Range 26 E., N. M. P.. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention tó 'make three
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before F. H,
Foster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the 23rt day of July, '1914,

.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
Ú.
S. Land Office. Clayton N.M,

Juut 17, 1914,
Notice is hereby, given that
Bom?n
Maestas, of Mill, N M. who on Aug.
4,

1908-Jnn-

22 1911

e

Serial

No.

0492-01343-

2,

' made
for

i';

27;

ec

Claimant names as witnesses;
David Esquibeí
Rosendo Esquibel
Leopoldo Andrada
PJ Laumbach
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

.

5-- 30

J;

Notice For Publication

June

For That 4th
that charles of July Suit See
our
the NWiSec,
Reduction
intention
year
' to
Prices.
They
describ
at
are from $2,00
the
to $5.00 less
Cochrane
than Regular
Valverde,
Register,
Price.

Department of the interior,

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
M.

8 1914.

Sec. UTwp 21 N Rg 25 E N.M.P.
Notice is hereby given that William
Meridian, has filed notice of intenM Bowman of Roy NM. who on July 27
tion to make Three Year Froof, to
establish claim to the land above 1907 May tl 1914
described, before W.H. WillcoxU. S. made HE 05207 Additionnl 017872 for
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N.M SEi & NEJ Sec 17 Two 20N. Rng 27 E.
.N. M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice
on the 28 day of July 1914.
of. intention to make three year
Claimant names as witnesses,
proof, to establish claim to the land
Jose Miguil Montoya
Juan Maestns above described, before U. S. Com.
Francisco Montoya Ignacio Maestas F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
N. M.. on the 20th day of July 1914.
all of Mills, N. M.
Claiman names as witnesses:
Paz Valverde.
R
W Boulware
Charles E Kidd
Register,
W M Hill
C F Williams
all of Roy, N M.
Paz Valverde,
Notice

May. 16, 1914,

Notice is hereby given
H, Weatherill, of Mills, N. M, who,
on Feb. 24,1908 Aug.21, 1912, made HE,
23527 and Addiiional Serial No. 015131
for
26, and NEJ Sec. 27
Twp. 22 N. Range 25 E.
N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of
to make final three
proof,
establish claim to the land above
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S, Commissioner at his office
Roy, N. M.
on
6th day of July, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Ed D. Lumbard
Michael S Berentz,
Orai Dea ton
George
of Mills,

For Publication.

N. M.

--

Woodard, of Roy, N.M. who onU-1- 4 07,
made HE No 05467
for SE
Section 35, Township 21 N Range
27E. N, m.p. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the 24th day of Julv
1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:

J
J

H Mitchell
M Elder ,
a11

0

Woodward

J--W

D

P Moore

of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

Registerr.

7--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,

June

5, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Cristiano
Rigoni. of Mills, New Mexico, who on

Mar, 11 1908 made HE.
Serial No 0(5549 for
10,

N M

No. 24014

Sec. 9
Twp.21 N, Rng. 26 E.
EJ-S-

EÍ

P Meridian
has filed notice of ÍLtention

to make final five year proof, to estab

Department of the Interior
.
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
May 16 1914,

Notice is hereby given that John
Bonomo, of Roy, N M, who, on Sept.
10 1908,
Sept. 27, 1910 made Homestead entry 01146 & Add'l No. 012170
for SWJ Section 8, and Nwj Sec. 17
Twp 21 N Range 26 E,N M P Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
Three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his office in Roy N M on the
6th day of

Fc

11 1914.

6-- 20

Cutting of Timber on
Homesteads

Under the Act of congress of June 3
1878 anil Mar. 3, 1891, Settlers are entitled to procure not to exceed $50.00
worth of timber Stumpage value-- in
any one year, without the necessity
of filing application therefor, though
notice of intention to procure shonld
be filed in this office, copies of forms
Claimant names as witnesses,
of such notice ar supplied free by this
J M Higgins Where more than $50.00 worth of timJ G Higgins '
Adolfo Montoya Ronaldo Montoya ber is desired application Should be
made to this office.
all of Mills, N.M.
Theo N. Espe,
8
Paz Valverde,
Fe Field Division.
Chief
Santa
of
Resistir

under

Paz Valverde, Register

Notice for Publication

7--

Notice is hereby given that Silas G.
Fuller, of Mills. MSia County, N. M
who on, My 26. 1910 mad HE Serial
IIU'27. for SI S 13 1. Sac. 23, and
N W- - NEi, and the NEJ-- , NWi, Sec.
33 Tp. 23 N., Rg. 25 E N.M.P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to
make three year Proof to establish claim to the land above.de-cribe- d
before U. S. Commissioner F.
H.Foster at his office at Roy, N.M. on
the 23,' day of July, 1914.

Notice for Publication
.

Leandro Archuleta Barney Rigoni
Publication.
Notice
of Roy N.M.
Paz Valverde
Department of tle Interior,
3
Register.
U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M;
June

Made To Your Individual Measure.
Edward E. Strauss,
Suits
Geo. D. Miller, Agt

lish claim to the land above described,
Department of the Interior,
1914.
be'ore W. H. Willcox U S. Commis- July,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses
sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
Apr. 17, 1914
W L Peiffer
the 20th day of July, 1914.
John Pessler Clayton 017736.
Mary Fessler
Sam Fessler
V Claimant names as witnesses;
Notice is hereby given that the
M
all
Roy,N
of
Clark R Rush
FrBnk Wahrhausen
State of New Mexico has applied to
."
of Vtills N. M.
select
the provisions of
Act
--

v

Mid-Summ- er

Paz

Register
Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
June 15, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Franklin M.

Krister.

6-- 27

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

SWJSEi

Ni-N-

SI-N-

'Roister.

HE. No. Department of the
Interior,
ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

NJ-NW-

Department of the Interior,
U.' S. Land Office at Clapton, N.M
May, 22, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Paúl E,
Anderson, of Roy, N. M. who, on
Feb, 10 1910, May 23, P10, mad HE
,. Serial Nos. 010437 and 011397
NEi-SW- i;
forSEi-NWi- ;
and
the SEi, Sec. 24, Twp. 20 N.
Hange 26 E. N. My P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H
Foste, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office af Roy, N. M. on the 6th day of
July 1314
n
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs. Martin Rhyne J. L. Anderson
J. W. Johnson
Frank SeideL
M:
Roy,
N.
Allot
Paz Valverde,

Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
June 5, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Lizzie K.
Mitchell, of Roy, N. M. who on juue
24, 1910, made HE Ser. No 011404, for
NWi-SE- i.
Lots 2 3 and 4; Swi-NE'
S NW and NWi-SW- i
Sec,5 Iwp, 19N Rng 26E NM P. M.
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before F, H
Foster, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M. on the 20th day of July, 1914.
i;

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Geo 0 cable
0 L Justice
Frank Roy
Fred Brown
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,:

6--

7 11

Register.

the

of Junó 20, 1910 and the acts supplementary and amendatory thereto the
following public lands to wit:
List 409 Serial 017736
SEi-S-

SWi-S- Ei

Sec.5,'

NJ NEJ Sec. 7.
Wi-SSec. 8, T.

18 N. R. 26,
E.
19
N.
34,
Twp.
Section
Si-.
Wi
Range 126E N.M P.M.
'
Containing 320 acres
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objeetion to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
in which the land is, situated, to wit:
at the land office aforesaid and to es
ablish their interests therein, or the
mineral cha acter thereof .
Paz Valverde.
N

.

,

6 20

Register.

To be published in the Spanish- American; published at Roy, N. M.

.

THE

known also as Betty the Blacksmith,
who refitted guns and artillery for the
patriotic armies. , Betty was a natural
mechanic, whose latent abilities were
developed in the employ of Samuel
living
Leverett, a blacksmith-farme- r
near Boston.'
Prior to the battle of Concord, the
patriots of the surrounding country
had been preparing themselves for the
conflict for months. Guns of all types
matchlocks, flintlocks, smoothbores,
some of
blunderbusses and what-no- t,
three
for
not
seen
service
which had
or four generations came piling into
the Leverett shop, and while Leverett
himself could be observed by any
passing tory to be busily engaged in
shoeing horses, his unsuspected assistant was working in a secret chamber
making the neighbors' antiquated old
firearms serviceable once more.
Betty kept up this volunteer work
throughout the whole course of the
war, never accepting a Bingie copper
for her labor. To Betty and her employer, likewise, belongs the credit of
putting the first captured British can
non into action. On the retreat from
Concord the British left eix brass can
non behind them, thoughtfully spiking
the touchholes so that they could not
be discharged.
Betty and Leverett, however, patiently drilled out the spikes at the
rate of one a week', and In no long
time the British found the beleaguer1
lng Americans driving them out of
Boston at the mouths of their own
cannon.

FOURTH OF JULY.

the rest of
'
the year
Amid palaces over the foam,
0, there is one day when American hearts
Turn fondly to country and home!
The Ivy clad abbeys and castles and
tombs
Are seen through a tear In the eye
When the calendar points to that glorious
date,
j
The Fourth of July.
ThouKh contented we roam -all
"

,

,

We know from the pines on
v

IWMMk
iimmimmw

'

'

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

the Kenne-

bec's banks
To the live oaks. In mantles of gray,
On the Indian river, the land of the free
Is everywhere keeping the day.
From the walls of the mansion and cottage alike
In the breezes of summertime fly
The star studded folds of the red, white
and blue,
On Fourth of July.

kv

let cannons and cracks and pistols
...
and drums
And plnwheels and rockets that soar.
With booming and bursting and rattle
and bang
And sputter and whla and uproar,
Proclaim we are glad we were born in a
land
The best that is under the sky
And are proud of that truly American
day,
The Fourth of July.
-- Minna Irving in Leslie's Weekly,
,

WOMEN WHO HELPED
TO FREE COUNTRY
Numerous Instances Where the Wives
and Daughters of Patriots Showed
Themselves Worthy a Share
of the Glory.

N

;

JJrmh

at the
later Fort Henry-s-o-

war.

wholesomeness.

MUST BE SPECIFIC

It

Elizabeth

Fort Fincastle

the present site
of Wheeling, W. Va., crossed a zone
of fire swent bv the rifles of 500 sav
ages carrying an apronful of powder
from anj auxiliary blockhouse to the
main works, the fresh supply of am
munition saving the garrison from the
necessity of surrender.
Catherine .Schuyler, wife of the famous general, set fire to a vast acreage of wheat fields on the Schuyler
estate to prevent them from falling
into the hands of Burgoyne upon his
advance from Fort Edward to Saratoga.
Mrs.
defied

Whenever

time in possession of her home city,
by clothing and raising funds for the
American army at Valley Forge. Upon
Friend Oh! Doc, how's Willie?
her death the work was continued by
Doc (testily) Which Willie,, man?
Mrs. Sarah Bache,' daughter of Benvou know every Willie within
Don't
jamin Franklin. Hundreds of other
is blown up?
miles
two
Philadelphia women eecretly
1
,

anied

Wikl

ATLANTA, GA.
.

ff

I

I

J
Iiihi.i;-"-

a.

Must Have Béen.
Says Mr. Filson Young in the Pall
Mall Gazette: "I began yesterday by
swimming in a sunlit sea, continued it
by motoring through a hundred miles
of lilac and gorse, and ended it listening to the most perfect concert
program at Queen's hall that I have
Was it not a
ever heard.
happy day?" The answer, Filson, is
in the affirmative, Mr. Punch remarks.

...

(

-

L

Effective Damper.
"When you get tired of entertaining
guests with your phonograph, how dc
you contrive to end the concert?"
"That's simple enough. I merelj
put on a classic selection and thej
don't want to hear any more."

Wakens Something Akin.
To be able to appreciate anything

excellent reveals that something akii
to that excellence also dwells in our
selves. The Christian Register.

Watch Your Opals.
The reason why opals are so often
If you wish beautiful, clear whit
lost from their settings is that they clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At al
Electrical Fourth.
expand with heat more than other pre- good grocers. Adv.
"proposed
elec
of
substitution
The
cious stones, and consequently force
The end of a busy little bee is mor
trlcal illuminations on the Fourth of open the gold which holds them in
'
'
or less painful.
July in place of the old fashion of place.
fireworks is an excellent one, asserts
the New York World, It will be not
only saner and safer but more largely enjoyable by the greater part of
population. Moreover, it has wonaer
ful possibilities. Even in the distort
ed freaks of electrical designs used In
advertising we can perceive the
chances of developing a really new art
out of the light that electricity has
.nut at our disposal.
There is no limit to the variety of
colors, shades and tints that can be
Consequently if skill and
produced.
m
t
a
taste and fairly liberal allowance of
money be at the command or tne com
mlttee having charge of the celebra
tion It would be quite practicable to
The oicnic is incomplete without Libby's good things
nroduce in different parts of the city
!
to eat. Ready to serve no fuss and bother. There are
a spriea of illuminations that would
a number of Libby Luncheon specialties at your grocer's.
be something more than a mere nov
Get acquainted with them.
pUv. Moreover, a scheme of this kind
Olives
Deviled Ham
Pickles
Veal Loaf
once well begun will advance and im
By
by
New
and
prove with the years.
M9Neill& Libby
York's Fourth of July illuminations
Chicago
as once
might become as
were those of St. Peter's at Rome on

The wives of most of the commanding generals notably Martha Washington and Mrs. Nathaniel
their husbands In every
campaign, and did everything in their
power to alleviate the hardships of
the soldiery. Mrs. Washington even
"
went through the cruel winter at Valley Forge, where her mihistrátlons
are said to have saved many lives.
Still other women went Into British
prisons and prieon ships to save the
sick and wounded American prisoners.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jackson," mother of
Andrew Jackson, in fact, .died from
prison fever contracted while engaged
in this work of mercy among the
American captives at Charleston.
Mary Draper Invented the pewter
bullet, which came into use after the
supply of lead was exhausted, and
thousands of patriotic women the
country over surrendered their prize
pewter utensils, to be melted up for
ammunition.
Mrs. Rebecca Motte, whose splendid
mansion between Charleston and Camden, S. C, was turned into a fort by
the British, instructed the besieging
Americans to set the structure afire
by shooting blazing arrows on to the
roof. The result was that the British Easter night
were smoke4 out, though the mansion
Itself was reduced to ashes.
But the most bizarre service of all
was rendered by Handy Betty Hager,
Greene-accomp-

;NV.
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Coca-Col-

' M

Demand the genuine by full name
Nickname encourage substitution.

v

of

)

will satisfy you.

V

Esther Reed of Philadelphia
the British, who were at that

re-

viin, vigor, refreshment,

quirement

OMEN gave their services In
f
Tl manifold ways during the Rev
siege of

w

it answers every beverage
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Picnic Specialties
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world-famou- s
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SEE
Dr. S. Locke, D, D. S.

Business Cards

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari
Hospital

Of

.

o

Will be in ROY July 12th
to 19th to do your Dental work.

60 cts.

er

made HE Serial No.

for SEJ.

.

mado HE No 06533 Additional
No. 011114, for NJ NEi.and NJ NWJ
Section 18, Twp.
21N. Range 26 E. NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before
F. H, Foster,, U. S. Commissioner at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day
of August, im.
C)aimant names as witnesses- --

7--

M.

Notice U heredv given
that Nellie Palmer, Widow of Rhyneer
Palmer, of
Néw Mexico, who,
on May 10t WlO, m,ade Homestead entry Serial No, 011300 NEJ and SE1 Sec
T:'
8, Twp. 22 N
M.' P. Meridian, has
Range 26 E.,
filed notice ofs Intention to make
Three Year Proof, 'p establish claim
to the land aoyé'j described, before
F. H. Foster,: U.j S. Commissioner, at
his office, at Roy; Ñ1. M., on tne lltb
day of August, 1914..
Claimant names .as witnesses.
John R Proctor
;
Mark E Melton
Ira E Thetford
all of MilJs, New Mexico,..
Kate L Dunbar, of Roy, N M
'
Paz Val verde
3
Register.
1
8--

.

Notic e For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S Land Office, Clayton, N.

M.

June 28, 1914.
given
hereby
is
that Willi am
Notice
Patterson of Carthage,- Misso uri, Father of Robert, V. Patterson (deceased)

8-- 1

3

.

June

23,

.

7--

3

8--

Register.

1

TAKE THE

.

-

I

Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Mexico. ' June,24thM 1914.

New

Notice is hereby given that Neis L.
Wetterhus, of Roy NM. who on
made HE Serial No, 011117 for NWJ
Sec,5 Twp 20 N. Rng 2fcE. and SIS'", Si - SEJ, Section 31
Township 21, North Range 28E. N.M.P
Meridian, has filed notice
of
intention to make Three year .Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M. on the 14 day of August,

June.

24 1914.

is hereby given that Lulu J.
Formerly, Lulu J. Cox,
Of Roy, N M who on
Notice

Cox-Rhyn- e,

'

08976

made HE No. 016501 for Lots I and 2,
and S NEi , and the SE Section 1,
Twp. 19 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Yeart Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner
F. H. Foster. atRov. N. M.. on the
14th day of Aug, 1914.
;
1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses: Irvin Ógden 9r:
A.. & Hanson
B.
F. Cole,
P M. Hooper
Wm. G. Johnson
R. W. Mitchell
J. L. Hayes
J. W. Johnson
all of Roy, N. M.
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
3
1
Register
Paz Valverde,
--

,

7--

7--

3

8-- 1

8--

Register.

Rings In History.

ílgnet ring are mentioned In the

,

Joy In Doing Good Work.
The recipe for
Is:
Do good work. "Courage," cays Emer-so"comes from having done the
thing before.' A man who does good
work does not have to talk, apologize
or explain his work speaks.
And
even though there be no one to appreciate it, the man feels In It a great,
quiet joy. He relaxes, smiles, ' rests,
fully intent on taking up his labors
tomorrow and doing better than ever.

n.

,

all of Mills; N. M.
of Roy, N.
G R Abernathy

Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico

"

'

Wilkins

1914.

Notice is hereby sriven that Oliver C
Redic, of Mills, N. M. who on
made HE No. 01108, for the NJ f
Sec 25 Twp. 23 N Rng 26EN.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year
(Old Soldiers) proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described,
before
U. S. Commissioner W. H Willcox, at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the 11 day
of Aug, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lowell W,Seright
Frank O Serigh t
Francis E. Epps
Thomas A. Smith
all of Mills, N M
Paz Valverde,

j

3

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

Hunting Licenses Executed

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.

Claimant name3 as witnesses:
William De Fores
J E Russel .

8-- 1

up-t- o

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

7--

New Bath Room and

A. L.

Register,

of Roy, N M. who on ; Mar. Í0, 1909
made HE No 07551 for SE Sec. 35,
Twp;. 22N. Rg 26 ' East ,:
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Three year Proof to
establish claim to the land above described before United States Comat
F. H . Foster,
missioner,
on
N.
M.,
the
Roy,
his office, at
';
August, 1914:
day of

W

C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.

$1.50 PER YEAR

1914

R)

J

Best

Paz Val verde,

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

7--

BARBER SHOP

SJ-N-

8--

June 23,

THE ROY

MONTH

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

--

Twp 20 N, Range 27 .E, N M P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before PH Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 14th
day of Aug. 1914
claimant names as witnesses-Charl- es
C F Williams
E Kidd
Gale G Kidd
William Hill
John Fessler
All of Roy N M,
Sam Fessler
L W Peiffer
Paz Val verde,
George Cochran
'
3
1
Register
All of Mills, N. M.,
7--

A

Notice For

Publication
Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Department of the Interior,
June 2$ 1914 ,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Marie Ben,
June. 23, i 914.
(formerly Marie Benson,) Notice is hereby given
that Benjamin
f Roy, N M.
Hobson of Mills N. M. who on

who on

M

Drs. Noble & Doughty,
TUCUMCARI, : : N. M

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

HOC

012748
Sec 7

Coil in N.

X-Ra- 'v

Grhduate Nurses.

BY MAIL

Of e with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
NOCICE FOR PUBLICATION

Largest

ty.

Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.
o

Modern Equipment,

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

M,

Paz Val ver di,"
Regie tsr,
iCopyrlKht. by

J.'

lur gyuu 1AM.)

Bible, and we find the ring in

those

days, to have been a sign of honor as
It is with us. During the war a lover
who wished to specially honor his
bride sent the gold money to the goldsmith with which to fashion the wedding ring, for in those days the heavier
and broader the band the better, and
girls used to measure the width and
"heft" the circles to see whose was
the broadest and heaviest, and there
by establish a social standing uníS

tachable

"

y

;

i,,:

I"1

WICKER'S MANY USES
ARTICLES OF FURNITURE GIVE
DISTINCTION TO ROOM.

Means Costly, and Any Ono
With Taste Will Be Able to Select
Just What Is Required for

By No

the Apartment

He Came Back Next Day

Lemuel Was Wrong

Lemuel ambled into the marriage license office the other
WASHINGTON. his workaday clothes.
"Does I get my license heah?" Lemuel wanted to know.
"You do," responded the clerk.
"Den," said Lemuel with dignity,
"you kin make it out fo' me."
He unhesitatingly gave answers
to the various form questions propounded to him. And when this was
concluded he reached for the paper
which he had signed.
"Not yet," said the clerk gently,
"not yet. You must take the oath and
nav the dollar.
"Take de oath 7" said Lemuel.
"Man. what kind of oath is dat?"
Yrm must tato nnth that, what vou have stated is the truth."
"And den," said Lemuel in a pained voice, "after I take dat oath I gotta
pay a dollar besides?"
"It is the law," said the marriage license clerk solemnly.
'
- ,
Lemuel turned toward the door.
"I didn't reckon when I
stated.
"I reckon I'll wait till next yeah," he
do all de wo'k."
me
make
would
cum to get married you white folks
year. He came next
next
until
wait
wrong.
didn't
He
But Lemuel was
of his future bride
voice
the
courthouse
of
the
door
day. And at the outside
these were her
And
office.
the
toward
dragged
him
as
she
could be heard
soft sentiments:
you all gimme dat dollah en' I'll pay fo de
"Now, you triflin'
outside
license. . And if you don't tak' dat oath right I'll bus' you when I get
sho's I

While rooms are delightfully atfurnished .throughout in
tractive
wicker, it still remains true that one
or two pieces of wicker furniture add
distinction to almost any room.
Sometimes this piece or two has been
added for effect; sometimes for comfort Perhaps some of the older

fspe-ciall-

ot

sage-gree- n

sea-gree- n

JMj

...

e

pro-fushio- n.

live!"

One of the prettiest sets is a window bench a most attractive piece
of furniture, and a nifty little book
trough. What will we not adapt!
Time was when troughs were used
only for holding water or feed for
animals; and here we have them in

Wicker.

In Dainty

Shedding of Teeth Is a Host Interesting Subject

Impossible to match in color or kind
furniture. So It can be
the worn-ou- t
seen that wicker will solve many
problems, writes Ethel Seal Davis in
the Philadelphia North American.
Among the different colors offered
for choice, we find the natural willow
unstained. And, Instead of this
seeming raw and crude, In some rooms
y
it gives a very unusual note,
armchair at six
an hour-glas-s
or eight dollars. Another good color
is mocha brown, and there are two
particularly attractive greenia forest
and sea green. '
A wicker sofa costs about thirty-fiv- e
dollars, the covering of the upholstered Beat cushion being extra.
box davenport in wilBut a five-folow has been seen for $23. The
wicker flower stand is about four dol
lars and a half, and the footrest, three
dollars.
Imagine a living room in a little
summer cottage , furnished in this
wise: Cream walls and white woodsummer woolen
work, a
rug,
wicker furniture, including table, desk and desk chair,
davenport, window bench, bookshelves, two straight wall chairs and
two armchairs one a wing and the
other with a side pocket for maga- zines. For the notes of color in this
room. we will depend on the window
upholhangings, which are dull-rossterer's silk; the pictures, which
should all be framed in black, and the
flowers, which should be used in

rooms,,
wooden furniture has given out, and our best
any
almost
In
'em!
in
some wicker has been added at a with books
$15
at
priced
might.be
seat
lower cost than it would have been shop the
eight
dollars
at
trough
book
aiHIa in HnnHnntfi the older DieCOS and the
FVS3UW
size.
t
again, perhaps It has Deen in a
Sunday-go-to-meetin-

are respectfully invited to consider the shedding of teeth. It is a
Interesting subject of thought, in that it touches the memory-wirfor; or,
s
way back in the last century, when
that connects with our own

YOU

e

g

lx3-foo-

milk-molar-

mere ia
we were KememDerr
young gentleman out Cleveland park
way who had two loose ones, in front,
that wobbled, but would not shed. He
was offered every inducement to have
them pulled Ice cream and other

T

AW

HT

1

Z&OlcriiIxri
V2i

but as every proposition had a
very literal string to it, the young

lures

CT YOU A
'fill
(TREAT RKTDlSU
V"' '

"W

r

j

J

iv.
CREAM
AN"

gentleman hung on to his teeth. And
the teeth hung on to him as a door
hangs on by one hinge.
The other day the special Provi
dence which plays nurse to small boys
arranged that little cousin Virginia, in a hammock on the porch, should swing
against the youñg gentleman with such satisfying results that, the first thing
the Big Man heard, when he whizzed home was:'
Vire-lnikicked it out."
"Tt'a nut nnnn
The household celebrated with due Jubilation, and more enticing
were thrown out as to the advisability of having mamma pull out
the other tooth, which was "so loose, aarung, u couian i possiDiy nun

Next Use a Net to Catch Train Robbers
mmnma'Q manv a Mn 'twixt shootine- thA train robber and eettine the
1 (reward, and that's why Jim Yokum of Red Bluff, Cal., is going about these
-

davs with a rueful countenance on which the gloom is settled as thickly as
the white nowder on some of the
artificial ladies we see nowadays.
Jim'a a train hand of some sort
may
be he is an express messenger,
It
or a conductor of his real grade
All I know is what
know naueht.
Francis John Dyer of Los Angeles
and other Pacific coast points told
your correspondent, and he said Jim
is a train hand. At any rate, Jim
saw two men crawl into the mail car
of his train while it was stopping at
Delta. Cal. Like a true moving pic- hia BhnnHno- imns and began peppering the robbers. They
to the
returned 'the fire, but Jim's unerring aim brought one of the villains
rau.
ground silent. Jim had killed him. xne otaer ieuow
to get
Now that was a fair day's work for a train hand, and Jim began thou-r,department
that
for
post
office
to
applied
the
all swelled up over it, and
for Just such cases.
filara rewoH whiMi ho understood to be standing
rrv
at nffixa HonnrtmftTit. nwened his letter, yawned, rubber stamped it,
passed it on through several million miles of red tape and returned it to
v
Jim with something like this:
we beg to advise
recent
date
of
"Sir: In reply to your esteemed favor
case
me
only
oi man iraw ruoffered
in
Is
you
claim
that the reward which
.

-

y

vL
bers arrested and convicted."
Jim was dumfounded. He had neither arrested nor convicted his robber.
.

KERCHIEFS

ALL

IN

CHARMING ROBE

COLORS

"

Modest White No Longer In Fashion,
Even for Wear With the After- noon Costume.
,

New handkerchiefs are a riot of
color. White kerchiefs are certainly
not on display. The fashionable hand-

kerchiefs to be worn with tailored
suits are in solid colors, or the same
hemstitched
thing with a quarter-inchem in white. The colors run all the
way from a dainty shell pink, palest
blue and most delicate lavenders to
navy blue, dark brown and crimson.
For afternoon wear the colors are
not quite so pronounced. There will
be the merest threads of color ooraer- ing the white handkerchief or the ini
tial will be worked in a color.
Aeain. the background of a white
embroidered letter will be of a color
woven in with the white, but there Is
sure to be a touch of color Bomewhere.
While most of the handkerchiefs are
finished with a narrow hemstitched
hem, even for formal wear, there are
others showing the dainty scallop inclosing a bit of mareira embroidery,
also the initial, all carried out in a
pretty color.
It would seem the polka dot never
goes out of fashion, for one of the new
designs shows ' In the center of the
handkerchief in a solid blue, while the
wide border is dotted with white.
Stripes, cubes and odd colorings may
be found by those seeking after the
x
freakish.
Borderings in plaids are new and
are not at all as loud as one might
think.
The white centers with wide border
of the plaid finished with a very narrow hem of lawn in the predominating
color of the plaid are very smart in
h

deed.

;.

Those with solid, dark color centers
v,aA morolv
ItIIIaíI
him.
u
nice, too, but they suggest the
are
,
aa
J " "
liC
türow a
to
rnhhlncr
Intends
w
leBp than do those with
D the mails he
UO oww
X lit? IICAL
handkerchief
f
general, in
net over him and take him to Washington, to the postmaster
the white centers.
a box
A

-

fcrnvifri

jiiiM.ai)i

lift

h win ir

j...
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Robe of old blue souple satin formed
or made with a long cape.
Chiffon Blouses.
One of the Interesting developments
of the styles Is the blouse of chiffon
or crepe de chine which shows a little
tucked vest of organdy or linen, with

a folding or flaring organdy or linen
collar. The use of handkerchief linen
with chiffon strikes one as a little
heavy at first, but the combination to
really attractive.
,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Homestead Lodge, I. 0. 0. Pi
installed the following officers at
their regular meeting Wednesday
evening

LOCAL NEWS

H. G )odman, N.. .G... ,
Dr. M. D. Gtbbs, V. G.
Win. G. Johnson, Secy.

Owing to ill ho.alth I will sell
the Roy Café with the entire e
quipment including Kitchen and
Dining Room furniture and two
furnished rooms. This is the
bet equipped Restaurant in Ry
and has always enjoyed a libera'
patronage. Prices and terms
made known on application.
." LlaE. Watson, Proprietress.

Irvin Ogden Sr. Treas.

x

J. H. Malone writes
Gilbert Leach - suffered another
attack of Kidney ' trouble out li- Memphis Texas askhig to
the canyons this week. Dr. Sell vised of crop and other

from
be adcondi-

He intimates he
was called and found him in a tions here.
serious condition find brought wonld like to. return here to
him up to his mother's rfthch t live.
be cared for. They report a ser
ious time getting lost and spend Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goehri. of
ingraostof 'a night out in the Mi'ls are the proud parents of a
rain, the Dr. finally leaving the ten pound bjy so we are told.
car and walking home in the
mud. He seems to have suffered
no. ill effects beyond getting all
his clothes drenched and having j
to borrow dry ones.
i

N

Owing to the inclement weath-

er only a small attendance was
present and the appointive officers will be installed later. Dr.
T. F. Self acted in the capacity

of District Deputy.

;

--

The Grand
Lodge Report makes a very satisfactory,' showing in gains in
membership andtinancially and
.i,,.
G. R, Abernathy is, one who
the prospects are good for a very
Mrs. Pete Uimson of Cimarron,
v
term.
does not especially, rejoice over
visited over Sunday at the White-ma- successful current
the rain this week. He had a
home near Roy, returning
I SALE OR TRADE: 320 large tieíd of rye mowed and rakhome Tuesday. She had just re- acre farm - good improvements,
ed for hay and the rain came just
turned from a trip to Denver and 70 acres good crop, good farm
in time to catch it in trie windrow.
canie to see her children who are implements and team. Close to
He is waiting patiently for it to
at the Ranch.
eastófRoy
on
school 6 miles
r i . mm&
stop raining so. he can dcy it out
R. P. D. I. Address;
farmand get it stacked. Dry
Attorney J. Leahy, of Raton,
B. W. Sturgin, Owner
ing? well hardly.
was in Roy the tírst of the week
Roy New Mexico.
(Copy iiwUi, üv McCluiv Sj núicat.
on Professional business. He is
"GALLERY GOD" SPOILED IT
working up quite a desirable
vicinity.
The
clientage in this
in
Why Maurice Barrymore Conceived
acknowledges a pleasant
HÍ6
Dislike
Maryt

i ra

mm

Wrestling Matee

S--

call.

Jimmie Turner cam1 down
from Dawson Wednesday to see
the wheat harvested on Mrs. Tur
ner's homestead and incidentto see Mrs. Turally of course
ner and little Miss Turner. He
brought us some souvenirs from
the K. P. Lodge at Dawson arid
has inspired a desire to' go and
attend some of the very interesting sessions. of that prosperous
ledge in , the Coal Town. We
should njcy the privilege of
reeling óff a f e w y a rds o f the
Ritual at. an unsuspecting candidate again...:
V

for

All the good stories which the lata
Maurice Barryjiore, father of Ethel,
Lioi.el fcnu John Barrymore, toid on
himself never have been published and
probably never '.vHl be. Barrymore was,
in Kansas City jusc prior to his finar
collapse and here is a story he told:
Barrymore was Mrs. Leslie Carter's

At Roy, N. M. July 4th.

Emil Dominick.

-

.

n,

i
i

.

e

The Santa Fe New Mexican
last week
takes note of the
and hands us a combined compliment the roast at the way we
got by the last page. Of course
we could have filled that page
'vjth old "Boiler plate" and it
would never have been noticed- 'i
...
fT
we nice ior ' The
wen
as it is
bisr boys , to notice us even if
we have to do unusual things to

. I

,

w.

'

'

T.

c
i

:
M

'
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.
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attract their attention,
Frank Sheltren came home
Sunday from Tucumcári where
he has had a good position as
Machinist in the R. R. shops
since leaving Dawson. He r will
be at home a short time then
will be placed in charge of a
Steam Shovel loading dirt in the
big cut between Solano and
to be hauled down the lire
in the Bell pasture to repair the
tracks washed out by the April
flood. This work will last most
of the summer as the R, R. Co.
s making extensive permanent 0
Improvements in.their. track.
!
.

;

x

Mos-quer-

support wnen that celebrated
appeared In Belasco's produc"The Heart of Maryland."
in
third act Barrymore, the hero,:
was in the hands of the designing
who had caught tym off guard.
Two rookies bound Barrymore's hands
and1' the villain, lefi alone with hi3
iJij, lo.uui.cu lúe utiu. u was
Barrymore's "business" to squirm and
to wail.
'""h, if my hands were free," lie
would repeat several times, as he
tried vainly to break the rope whicH
held him fast. The villain would approach and snap his fingers right under Barrymore's nose.
"Looseja my hands, you devil!"
Barrymore would exclaim.
One night at this great and exciting
moment in the scene Barrymore had
just finished his dare to the villain to
loosen his- hands when the traditional
gallery god yelled cut in sharp, ciear
ieaamg
actress
tion of
the big

Champion Middle!
Weight Wrestler
of the Austrian
and of
New Mexico,

-

"Heart of
land" Part.

Will meet any and all Challengers on the Mat
In the absence challengers he will wrestle with

Joe Rayner, wt. 196
Candido Romero,! 98 lbs.
Antonio Martinez, 210 lbs.
C
Kim

voice:
"Why don't you kick him in
ihins, Barry; your feet ain't tied."

the

Barrymore cursed the part from that

moment until his dying day.

C0ML'ETE ACCOUNTING
'i

Wrestlers, and will
undertake to put the three to the mat in Sixty-fiv- e
Minutes.
,
All Expert He

ivy-Weig- ht

.

Clean, Exciting, Scientific, Strenuous Sport.

e

Admission 50 cents.
L O.

O F. Hall, Roy, N.M.
Prnf pcorr
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

DICTATOR'S FATE IS SEALED

PROFIT AND PLEASURE IN BEE INDUSTRY

s

'r

,

United States Signs Peace Proctocol, With Mexico, as
; YiHa Captures Zacatecas

ADOPT PEACE PLAN
MEDIATORS

PREPARE PROTOCOL
AND WILSON ORDERS TERMS
BE ACCEPTED.

NO

INDEMNITY

ASKED

dent Wilson and Secretary Bryan authorizing the American delegates to
sign it.
Must Settle Differences.
The results of the mediators' work
.places the issue now squarely before
the representatives of the warring
factions. On them will rest the responsibility, for failure or success of
the peace plans as a whole.
The mediators and American delegates will stand by to lend a helping
hand and give their counsel ,when
sought,
Luis Cabrera, Rafael Zubaran and
Jose Vasconcelos, the constitutionalist
delegates, are in Washington and
should arrive here in another day or
two, though final arrangements for
their coming has not been made.
At the close of the day's conference,
Ambassador DaGama gave out a statement embracing the protocols which
were signed. He announced that three
articles of the peace plan had been
protocolized, and that these related
only to the international siJe of the
"

UvVift
T

HUERTA
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CARRANZA
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GATES MUST DECIDE UPON
NEW GOVERNMENT.

Well Arranged Apiary.

'

Beekeeping for pleasure and profit
carried on by many thousands of
people in all parts of the United
States. There are many places where
an experienced beekeeper can make a
good living by devoting hia entire
time and attention to this Une of
work. It Is usually unwise, however,
to undertake extensive beekeeping, the
U.
S. department
of agriculture
says, without considerable previous
experience on a small scale, since
there are bo many minor details
which go to make up success.
The average annual honey yield per
colony for the entire country, under
good management, will probably be
twenty-fiv- e
to thirty pounds of comb
honey or forty to fifty pounds of extracted honey, the latter being more
productive owing to the fact that the
comb Is used repeatedly instead of being made anew by the bees e,ach time.
The money return to be obtained from
thé crop depends entirely on the market and the method of selling the
honey. If sold direct to the consumer, extracted honey brings from ten
to twenty cents per pound, and comb
honey from fifteen to twenty-fiv- e
cents per section. If sold to. dealers,
the price varies frcm six to ten cent3
for extracted honey and from ten to
fifteen cents for comb honey.
The location of the hives is a matter of considerable importance. As a
rule it is better for hives to face
away from the prevailing wind and to
be protected from high winds. In the
North, a south slope is desirable. It
is advisable for hives to be so placed
that the sun will strike them early
in the morning, so that the bees become active early In the day, and thus
gain an advantage by getting ttíe first
supply of nectar. It is ajso advantageous to have the hives shaded during the hottest part of the day, so that
the bees will not hang out In front
of the hive instead of working. They
should be so placed that the bees
will not prove a nuisance to passers-bor disturb live stock. This latter
precaution may save the beekeeper
considerable trouble, for bees sometimes prove dangerous, especially to
horses. Bees are also sometimes annoying in the early spring, for on
their first flights they may spot
clothes hung out to dry. This may
be remedied by removing j the bees
from the cellars on days when no
clothes are to be hung out.
The plot on which the hives are
placed Should be "kept free from
weeds, especially in front of the en
trances. The grass may be cut with
a lawn mower, but it will often be
found more convenient and as efficient
to pasture one or more head of sheep
in the apiary inclosure.
The hives should be far enough
apart to permit of free manipulation.
If hives are too close together there
is danger of bees entering the wrong
hve on returning, especially In the
spring.
As a rule, it is not considered best
to keep more than one hundred col- -

a
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onles in one apiary, and apiaries
should be at least two miles apart.
There are so many factors to be considered, however, that no general rule
can be laid down. The only way to
learn how many colonies any given
locality will sustain is to study the
honey flora and the record of that
place. The beekeeper must then decide for himself the best number to be
kept and where they shall be placed.
Hives.
The typex of hive most generally
used in this country consists of a
plain wooden box holding frames hung
from a rabbet at the top and not
touching the sides, top or bottom.
Hives of this type are made to hold
eight, ten or more frames.

Whatever hive is chosen, there are
certain important points which should
be Insisted on. The material should
be of the best; the parts must be accurately made, so that all frames or
hives in the apiary are interchangeable.
All hives should be of tho
same style and size, and should be as
simple as It is Dossible to make them.
to facilitate operation. As a rule, it
is better to buy hives and frames
from a manufacturer of such goods
rather than to try to make them, unless one is an expert woodworker.
Hives should be painted to protect
them from the weather. It is usually
desirable to use white paint to prevent excessive heat in the colony hot
weather. Other light colors are satisfactory, but it is best to avoid red
or black.
Hive Stands.
Generally it is test to have each
hive on a separate stand. The entrance should be . lower than any
other part of the hive. Stands of
wood, bricks, tile, concrete blocks, or
any other convenient material will answer the purpose. The hive should
be raised above the ground, so that
the bottom will not rot. ' ,
Directions for Manipulations.
Bees should be handled so that they
will be little disturbed in their work.
As much as possible, sting's should be
avoided during manipulation. This is
true, not so much because . they are
painful to the operator, but because
the odor of poison which gets Into
the air irritates tie other bees and
makes them more difficult to manage.
For this reason it is most advisable
to wear a black veil over a
hat and to have a good
smoker. Gloves, however, are usually
more an inconvenience than otherwise.
Gauntlets or rubber bands
around the cuffs keep the bees from
crawling up the sleeve. It is best to
avoid black clothing, since that color
seems to excite bees; a black felt
hat Is especially to be avoided.
Superfluous quick movements tend
to Irritate the bees. The hive should
n,ot be jarred or disturbed any more
than necessary.
Rapid movements
are objectionable, because with their
peculiar eye structure bees probably
perceive motion more readily than
they do objects.
wide-brimme-
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Niagara Falls, Ont., June 25. Terms
for composing all International differences between the United States and
Mexico have been concluded. The conditions under which diplomatic relations will be resumed were embodied
In a protocol which was signed by the
ambassador from Brazil, the ministers
of Chile and Argentina and the American and Huerta delegates.
The character of the settlement is
not expected to arouse opposition from
the constitutionalists, who will partici-patin and to a large degree would
mould the adjustment of ali international disputes.
When a new provisional government
is established to succeed that headed
by General Huerta the result of mediationrecognized as a triumph for

e

n

diplomacy

will become

ef-

fective.
Incidentally' with the action taken
It was announced that the actual se
lection of a provisional President and
the organization of the new government, which is considered a purely internal problem, will be left to an informal conference of representatives
of the constitutionalists Luis Cabrera,
Rafael Zubaran and Jose Vasconcelos
and the delegates sent by General
Huerta to the mediation conference.
No formal adjournment; of the mediators will be taken, but there will be
no sessions while the representatives
of the two warring factions, In Mexico
endeavor to arrive at an agreement on
the personnel of the new government,
the agrarian and other questions.
Wednesday night's formal session of
mediators and delegates prepared the
way for the complete settlement of the
difficulties between the United States
and Mexico growing out of the failure
of a Huerta officer at Tampico to salute the Stars and Stripes, which was
demanded as reparation for the arrest
of American bluejackets.
Terms of Protocol.
The single outstanding proviso in the
protocol is that the international problem shall be declared adjusted on the
establishment of the new provisional
government. The protocol sets forth:
"That the United States, and Argentina, Brazil and Chile the mediation
countries shall recognize the new provisional government and that thenceforth diplomatic relations between the
United States and Mexico shall be re-

Mexican problem.
"We deemed it advisable," he said,
to invite the constitutionalist party to
send delegates to discuss with the
Mexican delegates the Internal aspects
of the problems."
The .protocols signed are as follows :
Article I The provisional government referred to in the protocol No. 3
shall be constituted by agreement of

the delegates representing the parties
between which the internal struggle in '
Mexico is taking place.
Article II. (A) Upon the constitution of the provisional government in
the City of Mexico the government of
the United States of America will recognize immediately and thereupon diplomatic relations between the two
countries will be restored.
(B) ' The government of the United
States tíf America will not In any form
whatsoever claim a war indemnity or
other international satisfaction.
(C) The provisional government will
proclaim absolute amnesty, to all foreigners for any and all political offenses committed during the period of
civil war in Mexico.
(D) The provisional government will
negotiate for the constitution of international commissions for the settlement of the claims of foreigners on account of damages sustained during the
period of civil war as a consequence of
military acts or the acts of national
authorities.
Article III. The three mediating
governments agree on their part to recognize the provisional government organized as provided by section 1 of the
protocol.

"Protocol No. 3" referred to in the
above was signed two weeks ago and
set forth merely that a provisional government to be constituted as later provided shall be recognized on a certain
date, to be agreed upon subseqquently
and from that time forward shall exercise governmental powers until the inauguration of a constitutional presi"V
dent.

Gen. Villa Takes Zacatecas.
El Paso, Tex., June 25. Zacatecas,
"That the United States demands no
important city of central Mexico,
an
indemnity and does not further oxact
Into the hands of the Constitutionfell
satisfaction for any of the incidents
Tliis was announced by Generalists.
of
Mexican
patrpl
connected with the
officials here. Two of Villa's
al
country.
Villa's
of
the
waters and invasion
generals were wounded. As the attack
Adjust Private Claims.
"That a commission shall be ap- could not have been made before Tuespointed to adjust private claims grow- day morning, according to local
it was evident that General Villa
ing out of the revolution and internasumed.

s,

j
tional incidents."
The protocol was drafted and its
phraseology- telegraphed to Washington for approval.
At 9 o'clock word came from Presi-- ,
-

completed another triumph by takthe federal stronghold by assault.
previous victories in the north
been accomplished in general only
after days of fighting.

had
ing
His
had
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Dr. F. B.EVANS, s
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C. E. MoGINNIS,
Attorney.
W. H. FUQUA,
Directors.
.

Taylor, Mgr.

Protection Our

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
.

Fundamental Principle

on the North

Our claim to your confidence is based upon the staunchness of our organization, our steady growth, careful methods
our special precautions to safeguard depositors and the char
who is officially connected with the bank.
acter of every
This will be attested by anyoae who has studied carefully our
financial statements and watched u. build the foundation of
'SAFETY FIRST" adding to our strength the good will of
our customers through sincere and helpful service.

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

rt-a-

Do your business by phone and get your answer

at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
Local ketideace
$1.50

'per

Local Busines
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3,00 per mo.

mo.

Notice For Publica! ion

,

Cash Reserves
In amounts large enough to meet any emergency are
always kept in our vault and our assets are always convertible into cash with sufficient speed to double our patrons finan
cial protection in combatting any crisis. Eternal vigilance
d
precludes any save
investments of our funds,
We know and feel the responsibility of the modern banker,
we are conscious of our broadening field and alert to the problems ahead of the American Banker. Every transaction is
considered from the standpoint of how much aid it will give
the cnstomer and how much strength it will add to the Bank.
gilt-edge-

loans on farms, orchard
Department of the Interior,
lands, city resident or business
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M . property, to buy, build, improve,
May 29 1914.
extend or refund mortgages or
Notice is hereby given that Leslie M
Walker of Roy N. M. who, on other securities, terms reasonCormade HE No. 752593 able, special privileges.
July
Sa.No.0l3475for lots 5,6, 11,12 andSWi respondence invited.
CommonSection Township 20 North,
wealth Securities Loan Company
Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
R 767 Gas & Electric Bldg., Den-er- ,
filed notice of intention to make final
Colorado. 74'.) Henry Bldg..
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before F.H. eattle, Washington.
6

Foster U.

Savings Bank,
of ROY

Commissiouier, at,
office
M. on' the 13 day
Roy,N.
at
his
of

July,

S.

1914.

The proposition of

Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm, G. Johnson
J. L. Hayes
Hal Warner
Mrs. h. innie Hays
All of Roy, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
4
Register,
6--

For Publication

Notice

'Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
May29 1914.
Notice' is hereby given that Phidelia
Sears, for the heirs of Rufus Alonzo
Decceased
of Mills , N. M.
Sears,
1910
24,
made HE.
who, on October
435132 Serial No. 012313,
NEJ and
. Twp 23 N. Range 26 E.
N VVJ Sec-1N-P. Meridian,
has tiled notice of intention to
make final three Year Proof to establish claim to the land aboye described
before F, H. Foster. U.S. Commission
er at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
14th day of July, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Abe Proctor
J C Spickert
Mrs; Nell Schlitz
Nate Tucker
.

7--

6

4

All of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Rogister
'

Notice For Publication
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
May 29 1914.
is
given
hereby
Notice
that Phidelia
Sears, (Formerly Phidelia Sears Harrison) of Mills, N, M who on April
25, 1910 made HE 433632 Serial 011139
for SEi and SWJ, Sec 14, Township
23 North Range 26 E
notice
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
of intention to make final three yea:
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F H Foster,
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy
New Mexico on the 14 day of July,
-

1914.

".

Claimant names as witnesses,
Abe Proctor
J C Spickert
Mrs. Nell Schlitz
Nate Tucker
all of Mills, N. M.
Register.
Paz Valverde,

(

I

The Commissioner of the General
Land Office has issued recent supplemental instructions in regard to
desert land entries, requiring all applicants at the time of filing their
desert land declaration to also file plans
describing in detail the source of
water supply, character of irrigation
workS constructed, in course of construction, or proposed to be constructed, that is, reservoirs for storage,
canals, flumes or other methods by
which water is to be conveyed to the
land; or if by diversion, the nature of
the flow of streams or springs,
whether perenially flowing or inter
mittent. It must be shown whether
the irrigation works are by an irrigation district, a corporation, an association or by the applicant himself
if
the works have no', been constructed
a general statement as to the proposed plan, whether surveys and investigations have been made, and by whcm
to demonstrate the existance of a
sufficient water supply. If irrigation
is to be by artesian wells or pumping
from underground sourves, evidence
must be submitted as to the existence
of such water supply. In this connection a specified showing must be
made as to the elevation of the land,
character of the soil and to what point
upon the tract the ditch or lateral is
to be extended, The Map required to
be filed must be sufficiently definite to
show a practicable and feasible plan
for conducting water to the land to be

Irrigated,

'
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RIDER AGE NTS 17ANT
and district to ride and exhibit a sample Latest Model
Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our Kider Agenta everywhere ara
maklngmoney fast. Wrtteforfull particular and gpectal offer at once.
no money KEQulnED until you receive and appro re your bicycle.
We ship to anyone anywhere In the U. 8. without a cent deposit In
advance, prepay jreignt, ana allow TEN DATs FRtB TRlALdurlnjr
which time you may ride the bicycle and put It to any test you with.
If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the bi
cycle ship it back to us atour expense and you will not be out one cent.
We furnish the highest grade bicycles it is
CI HTftDV DDIfCC
at one small profit above
rftUlUnl riiilf CO possible to make
actual factory cost. You save $10 to $25 middlemen's profits by buying direct ot us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
blevela. DO NOT BUY a bicvele or a pair of tires from anvone at
any price until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of
factory prices and remarkable special offers.

IN EACH TOWN

um

mm

Desert Claims

fr

6--

per cent

Loans obtainable with suecial
privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by addres
sing DepY R. B. 1527Busch B1V
Dallas, Texas.

7--
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Roy Trust and

The

1
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I RP ACTftUrcifrn when yon mwlve our beautiful
- logue and study oursuperbmoaeisat
ivw ti i kite aia tv s
the wonderfully low prices we Can make 70a tblByear. We Bell the highest grade
bicycles (or less money than any other factory. We are satisfied with 11.00 profit
aboTe factory eoel BICYCLE DEALERS, yon can sell our bloycles under you
own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day reoetved.
btcvcleSL
SECONDHAND BICYCLES. We do not reiularlr handle second-banI
but ntulaly have a number on hand taken In trade by our Chicago retail atores. These we olear
oat promptly at price ranging from S3 to $8 or S10. Descriptive bargain lists mailed free.
alnal wheels, Imported roller ehalne and pedals, parts, repairs
CftACTCD RRRlfCC
wUAdlLil tjUiinCdl and equipment of all kinds at half the regular retail prioe.
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Petiire-Pre-
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1

retail price of the
ir, out to intro.
dure it will
yet: u GCf7 'VtfyW pLtiQ (canh
KO MORE TCOUCLi FROM PDKCTlf EES
Nails, Tsoks'er Class will not let the sir out.
A hundred thousand Dalrs sold last year.
Thé retrular

JítWL1,'

EESGRIPTIGUi

tiding, very durable and lined Inside with,
a special quality of rubber, which never be
u
comes porous and which closes up small
7
punctures without allowing air to escape. They weigh y Notletths thick rubbsr trsatf
puncture
resisting!
more
so
than an ordinary tire, the
puncture strips' B'
"A" snd
Qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
snd r'D"alaorim strip "H"
prepared fabric on the tread. The regular price 01 the ISO f
to prevent rim cutting. This
tires Is $10.00 per pair, but for advertising purposes ?9f 1 tirs will sutlast any othsr
are making a special factory price to the rider 01 only X
maks-tOELASTIC snd
84. so per pair. All orders snipped same das letter is II
EASY RIDING.
received, we will Bhm C. O. D. on annroval. You da
not, nppri tonnv a rant, until vrm AY&mlnn ft nrt find thnm otrlpflT ao renresentfd.
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price $4.55 per pair) U
you send FULL CA8H WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. You run no risk la
Bending us an order as the tires may be returned at OU R expense if for any reason they are not
sate as In bank. If yon
1

:

,,

1

r

1

f

PT,

order
a
satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to as Is as
finer
a pair of these tires, yon will find that the? will t ide easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
want
than any tire you have ever nsed or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased that when you
vouor.
nence
bicycle you will gire ns your order, we want you to sena us a trial order at onoe.
mis remaruoie
mm:
don't buy any kind at any price until you send for pair of Hed fit horn
Puncture-Proo- f
tires on approval and trial at the special lntKK lotory
pMoe quoted above; or write for our Dig Tire and Sundry Catalogue which describes ana quotes ail mases ana
kinds of tires and bicycle MntnmAntnnrl mindrlM m.t about half the usual nrloee.
as a postal loaay. u wvi inm wr
uiuuio
of tires from anyone until you know the new and wonderful offers we are making.
It eosteonlT a postal to learn everything. Write!It
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